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ABSTRACT
The attitude (or orientation) of an object is often crucial in its ability to perform a
task, whether the task is driving a car, flying an aircraft, or focusing a satellite. In
traditional control approaches, the attitude is often parameterized by Euler angles
or unit quaternions which exhibit problems such as gimbal lock or ambiguity in
representation, respectively. These complications prevent the controllers from achieving
global stability and worse they may cause real physical harm due to unexpected large
motions. More recent works have achieved global stability and avoided these system
failures by working directly on the configuration manifold, but these approaches are
generally complex or lack automatic, user-friendly ways to tune them.
The goal of this dissertation is to develop simple geometric attitude controllers
that are globally, exponentially stable and can be automatically tuned. By simple, we
mean that the controllers are computationally efficient for real time implementation
on embedded computers and the tuning parameters have geometric interpretations.
These properties make the controllers user friendly and practical for real hardware
v
implementation even on fast dynamical systems. Furthermore, we aim to obtain an
automatic tuning procedure that ensures convergence, and can also quantify and
optimize performance guarantees.
We achieve our goal through four major contributions. The first is a substantial
generalization on the theory of classical Riemannian metrics for tangent bundles which
provides the ability to compare and combine attitude and velocity terms in the stability
analysis, allowing us to consider a larger set of feasible controller gains. The second
contribution is a framework to study the stability of attitude systems on manifolds
and to automatically tune the controller gains by combining Riemannian geometry,
contraction theory, and offline optimization. The third contribution is the development
of a globally, exponentially stable attitude controller. This controller overcomes
the topological limitation that prevents continuous, time-invariant controllers from
achieving global stability by using a time-varying intermediate reference trajectory.
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Rigid body attitude control is crucial to the successful operation of many systems;
whether the task is to steer a vehicle, observe space with a satellite, or manipulate
objects with robotic arms. In particular, popular multi-rotor aircrafts typically rely
on attitude control to maneuver [Mahony et al., 2012]; quadrotors, for instance, have
to first rotate its body in order to provide thrust in the desired direction.
Traditional controllers are generally developed using a specific parameterization of
the space of rotations, however, they all fail to uniquely and globally represent the set of
attitudes [Shuster, 1993,Wen and Kreutz-Delgado, 1991,Tayebi and McGilvray, 2006].
As a result, obtaining (almost) global stability is rather difficult due to the additional
complexities that arise from the parameterization. In some cases, the parameterization
failure modes can cause system faults that lead to physical harm. For example, common
representations such as Euler angles and unit quaternions introduce singularities or
ambiguities [Shuster, 1993]. A well-known Euler angle failure, gimbal lock, occurred
on the Apollo 11 mission in 1969 where the spacecraft’s control system locked up
and manual adjustments were necessary to reset the system [Hoag, 1963]. Another
example, in the case of unit quaternions, is the issue of unwinding in the control of
robotic manipulators where the robot may perform unexpectedly large motions for
relatively small displacements [Mayhew et al., 2011].
More recent works have obtained better convergence results by choosing not to
parameterize and instead approach the control problem from a geometric perspective.
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Rigid body attitude dynamics are constrained to a 3-dimensional surface called the
Special Orthogonal Group SO(3). By working directly on this surface, better known
as a manifold, and in a coordinate-free manner, all of the parameterization issues are
avoided. Furthermore, this geometrical perspective has been utilized to study other
dynamical systems such as 3-dimensional rigid body rotations and translations on the
Special Euclidean Group SE(3), and for rotational systems with a suspended load on
the SO(3)× S2 manifold.
These geometric controllers [Koditschek, 1989,Bullo and Murray, 1999,Maithripala
et al., 2006, Lee et al., 2011, Chaturvedi et al., 2011, Sreenath et al., 2013], often
combined with Lyapunov theory, have been shown to exhibit almost global stability
with local exponential convergence (for SO(3), the region is typically given by a ball of
radius π
2
around the origin). Due to the topology of SO(3), global stability cannot be
obtained by continuous time-invariant controllers such as these [Bhat and Bernstein,
2000, Brockett, 1983], therefore alternative methods are required to obtain better
convergence results. Additionally, exponential convergence (as opposed to asymptotic)
is desirable as it is necessary to stabilize fast dynamical systems such as the quadrotor.
Otherwise, the system may crash or experience some adverse, real world failures before
the controller can properly stabilize it.
As mentioned, most of the existing works rely on Lyapunov theory. This requires
the user to construct a potential-like function to study the stability of the system,
usually stemming from some intuition about the energy of the system. There are
methods such as Sums of Squares [Prajna et al., 2002] that can be used to automatically
generate a polynomial Lyapunov function, but for the most part Lyapunov functions
are manually constructed. Furthermore, the choice of a Lyapunov function can induce
additional terms in the controller often without a clear geometric meaning, but rather
to fulfill the stability analysis. These additional terms along with the highly non-linear
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auxiliary parameters make the controllers difficult to tune.
Building on the geometric controllers, hybrid approaches such as [Berkane et al.,
2017,Lee, 2015], based on the work of [Mayhew and Teel, 2011a,Mayhew and Teel,
2011b], represent the state of the art for attitude control. These hybrid controllers are
able to achieve global stability by switching between multiple potential functions. The
switching conditions are designed in a way as to avoid undesired equilibria or regions
of slow convergence. However, these approaches are generally more complex and more
computationally demanding than static feedback controllers. In addition, sudden
changes in the control or a discontinuous signal can lead to undesired real system
behaviors such as motor stalling. It is important to note that hybrid controllers can
avoid discontinuities with carefully designed transition mechanisms [Berkane et al.,
2017].
Another approach to achieve global stability is presented in [Lee et al., 2017], where
the authors proposed a time-varying feedback controller that follows an intermediate
reference trajectory converging to the desired equilibrium. The controller has the
added benefit of being continuous in time (but discontinuous in the initial conditions),
thereby bypassing the previously mentioned issues and additional mechanisms of
hybrid controllers.
Most of the works cited above ensure stability by posing constraints on the tuning
parameters. Such constraints generally derive from conditions on the eigenvalues of
matrices, and may also depend on additional parameters resulting from the Lyapunov-
based analysis. As a result, the convergence conditions are difficult to decipher, and
selecting good gains is challenging: the corresponding literature does not provide any
method to identify suitable parameters, let alone ones that are optimal in some sense
(e.g. provide the best bound on the convergence rate).
4
1.1 Contributions and Organization
This dissertation aims to develop simple, geometric attitude controllers. Our main
goals are to develop simple controllers with intuitive, geometric tuning parameters,
and to develop a framework using contraction theory (as oppose to Lyapunov) that
provides stability results with a better characterization of the convergence rate than
existing works. To achieve these goals, we develop a framework that can automatically
tune the controllers and their auxiliary parameters. Our work is organized around
four main chapters.
In Chapter 2, we review relevant materials from Riemannian geometry and con-
traction theory. The subsequent chapters illustrate the four main contributions of this
dissertation.
Non-Natural Metrics on the Tangent Bundles and Product mani-
folds. In Chapter 3, we develop theoretical results that extend the classical work
of Sasaki [Sasaki, 1958] on the tangent bundles of manifolds. The contributions of
this chapter are the generalization of the Sasaki metric and the derivation of the
corresponding Levi-Civita connection on the tangent bundle. Tangent bundles are
intuitively the space of positions and velocities of a dynamical system. The extended
non-natural metric allows us to compare changes in positions with changes in velocities,
thus giving us more options in our stability analysis. The results of this chapter are
core components of our framework and apply to all Riemannian manifolds which
should allow our framework to generalize well to many dynamical systems.
Time-Invariant Almost Global Controller . In Chapter 4, we are interested
in seeing how far we can push the exponential convergence results for a simple PD,
non-hybrid controller (which is the easiest to implement), and provide practitioners
with an automatic, principled, and relatively simple way to select valid control gains
(for our and other controllers). By using contraction theory, we show that our simple
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PD controller can have an exponential stability region much larger than previously
demonstrated. As a complementary contribution, we propose a general principle to
automatically select controller gains that optimize a bound on the convergence rate
(using analytical bounds, convex optimization, bisection, and grid search).
Time-Varying Global Controller . In Chapter 5, we show that a simple, easy-
to-implement geometric PD controller, can globally (as opposed to quasi-globally) and
exponentially stabilize rigid body attitudes. To overcome the topological restriction
on SO(3) that prevents continuous, time-invariant controllers from achieving global
stability [Bhat and Bernstein, 2000, Brockett, 1983], our controller introduces an
intermediate time-varying reference as in [Lee et al., 2017] (even for stabilizing to
a fixed equilibrium), but we allow for a more flexible choice of trajectory than in
the original work. In fact, our framework simplifies the reference trajectory selection
process by providing a set of feasible trajectories for every initial attitude. From an
analytical standpoint, we avoid the introduction of time-varying systems by considering
the reference trajectory as part of the state space, and we analyze and tune gains in
this single augmented system using contraction theory and optimization. Although
the analysis is, at a high level, similar to Chapter 4, we improve the framework
by analyzing dynamics on product spaces (instead of a single bundle manifold), by
proposing a less conservative and more general method to bound the contraction
matrix eigenvalues, and by searching the gain space more efficiently.
Varying Gains Controller . Static gain controllers are simple to implement
and are computationally efficient, however they are generally tuned to operate in
a wide range of conditions. As a result, the static gains are not well optimized for
each state and for each desired performance metric. Motivated by these observations,
Chapter 6 proposes a modified controller called the varying gains controller to improve
the performance locally while retaining efficient computation and leveraging the
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properties of the underlying fixed-gain controller to ensure stability. The varying gains
controller utilizes a point-wise optimization problem with constraints stemming from
Control Barrier and Control Lyapunov Functions, similar to [Xu et al., 2015,Wu and
Sreenath, 2015,Manchester and Slotine, 2017], but uses them to find instantaneous
and continuous variations of the gains instead of the direct control inputs. Unlike [Xu
et al., 2015,Wu and Sreenath, 2015], the new controller is stable and well-defined even
when the optimization problem is infeasible. Unlike [Manchester and Slotine, 2017],
we do not require the computation of path integrals even though the contraction
metric is still time-varying. Additionally, as a secondary contribution, we derive an
extension of Control Barrier Functions to linear matrix inequalities (LMI) involving
positive definiteness of a time-varying matrix.
We conclude this dissertation in Chapter 7 by summarizing the main contributions
and discussing future directions. We also provide several Appendices following the
conclusion that contain useful geometric properties on manifolds (in particular SO(3))




This chapter reviews relevant materials from Riemannian geometry and contraction
theory. Riemannian geometry is the language we use to describe and analyze sys-
tems and their dynamics intrinsically (without parameterization) on their underlying
configuration space, a differentiable manifold. For a complete treatment, see [Bullo
and Lewis, 2005, Hall, 2015, Lee, 2012, Lee, 2018]. Contraction theory allows us to
determine if a system is stable by analyzing the changes in the system’s dynamics
along trajectories.
2.1 Riemannian Geometry
A n-dimensional smooth manifold M is a topological space that locally resembles
Euclidean space, Rn. More precisely, while the manifold itself may be non-Euclidean, it
can be completely covered by a countable set of open Euclidean neighborhoods Ui ⊆M ,
i ∈ N which are diffeomorphic to Rn via local coordinate charts ρi : Ui → ρi(Ui) ⊂ Rn.
Since the manifold is smooth, the transition map ρi ◦ ρ−1j : ρj → ρi between any
overlapping charts, Ui ∩ Uj 6= 0, are also smooth. For any point p ∈M , the tangent
space at p, denoted as TpM , is a n-vector space that contains all the possible tangential
directions of all possible curves passing through p. A vector field X on M , denoted
as X ∈ X(M), is a map X : M → TM that assigns a tangent vector to each point
on M . Alternatively, a vector field can be viewed as a differential operator on a
smooth function f such that X(f) = ∂Xf (directional derivative of f along X). The
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Lie bracket [X, Y ] of two vector fields X, Y ∈ X(M) produces another vector field
Z ∈ X(M) that represents the derivative of Y along the flow [Lee, 2012] of X. Another
interpretation is that the Lie bracket measures the gap between the initial and final
points on M when following the flow along X, then Y , then −X, and finally −Y .
A Riemannian manifold (M, g) is a smooth manifold equipped with a Riemannian
metric gp : TpM × TpM → R which varies smoothly with p. We use the nota-
tion gp(·, ·)M to denote the metric that is defined by the parameters contained in
a matrix M. We drop the subscript M when discussing general metrics or when
the matrix M is the identity matrix, which should be clear from the context. On a
manifold, an affine connection ∇p : TpM × TpM → TpM prescribes a way in which
to differentiate vector fields along another vector field. In general, the choice of a
connection is not unique. However, on a Riemannian manifold there exists a Levi-
Civita connection that is unique, torsion free, and compatible with the metric g. In
other words, the Levi-Civita connection does not twist the tangent space about a
curve, equivalently ∇XY −∇YX = [X, Y ] for any X, Y ∈ X(M), and compatibility
means that X (g(Y, Z)) = g (∇XY, Z) + g (Y,∇XZ). The Levi-Civita connection can
be expressed explicitly in terms of the metric by the Koszul formula,
2g (∇XY, Z) = X (g (Y, Z)) + Y (g (X,Z))− Z (g (X, Y ))
+ g ([X, Y ] , Z)− g ([X,Z] , Y )− g ([Y, Z] , X) (2.1)
for any smooth vector fields X, Y, Z ∈ X(M). We can also use the connection to define
the Riemannian curvature tensor R as
R(X, Y )Z = ∇X∇YZ −∇Y∇XZ −∇[X,Y ]Z. (2.2)
The curvature tensor is a second order covariant derivative, a vector field, that locally
represents the curvature of the manifold, or how much it deviates from the flat
9
Euclidean space. The curvature tensor has useful symmetries that we use in our
analysis. These properties are given in Appendix A.2. From here onward, we assume
that M is Riemannian. In addition, to simplify notation we will omit the subscript
when the point p is clear from context, i.e. g instead of gp.
Given a curve γ : R→ M , we denote its tangent at any time t as γ̇(t) ∈ Tγ(t)M .
Furthermore, the connection can be used to define a parallel transport map τ : TpM →
TqM which transports a tangent vector at p ∈ M to q ∈ M along some curve γ
connecting p and q. The geodesic, or shortest path, between any two points is the
curve whose tangents are parallel transported along its own vector field, i.e. ∇γ̇ γ̇ = 0.
Intuitively, a geodesic is a straight line that connects p and q, but wraps around the
surface of the manifold.
Let U be an open neighborhood of p ∈M , such that the exponential map expp :
TpM →M maps a neighborhood U ′ of 0 in TpM diffeomorphicly onto U along geodesic
curves. The inverse of the exponential map is the logarithm map logp : M → TpM .
For u ∈ TpM , let R−u : TpM → TpM be the translation defined by R−u (X) = X − u
for X ∈ TpM .
The tangent bundle TM is a 2n-manifold composed of the disjoint union of
all the tangent spaces of M , TM =
⊔
TpM . A point P̄ ∈ TM is a pair in the
set {(p, u) | p ∈M,u ∈ TpM}. The tangent space of the tangent bundle is denoted
as TP̄TM . Let π : TM → M be the projection map from the tangent bundle
to the base manifold. The differential of the projection map is a smooth map
dπ : TP̄TM → Tπ(P̄ )M that projects a vector from the tangent bundle’s tangent space
to the tangent space of the base manifold.
From Sasaki [Sasaki, 1958], the tangent space TP̄TM admits a direct sum de-
composition TP̄TM = HP̄
⊕
VP̄ , where HP̄ is the horizontal subspace and VP̄ is the
vertical subspace. Intuitively, these subspaces partition motions on the tangent bundle
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into two parts. The horizontal subspace considers motions along the base manifold
with fixed velocity. The vertical subspace considers motions in the tangent space at
a fixed position on the base manifold. More formally, a curve γ̄ : I → TM on the
tangent bundle is said to be horizontal if its tangent γ̄′(t) satisfies γ̄′(t) ∈ Hγ̄(t) for all
t ∈ I. And similarly, a curve γ̄ : I → TM in the tangent bundle is said to be vertical
if its tangent γ̄′(t) satisfies γ̄′(t) ∈ Vγ̄(t) for all t ∈ I.
To define these subspaces, we construct the connection map K(p,u) : T(p,u)TM →















for all X̄ ∈ T(p,u)TM . The connection map first extracts a tangent vector component
from X̄, which itself is a tangent vector on the base manifold. The component is
locally defined in a neighborhood U of p as Y ∈ π−1(U). Geometrically, Y ∈ TqM is
a tangent vector defined at some point q ∈ U . Then, the parallel transport map τ
translates all Y from q to p. Next, the translated vectors are adjusted by the R−u map
and transformed into a point on the base manifold by the expp map. The last step is
to take the derivative of the whole process which produces a tangent vector X ∈ TpM
on the base manifold.
Definition 1. The vertical subspace is defined as the kernel of the differential dπ,
while the horizontal subspace is defined as the kernel of the connection map K, i.e
V(p,u) = Ker(dπ(p,u))
H(p,u) = Ker(K(p,u)).
From these definitions, the connection map K(p,u) extracts the tangent vector
component X ∈ TpM of X̄ that does not correspond to the base manifold (tangent
vector of the tangent space). On the other hand, the dπ map extracts the tangent
vector component that does correspond to the base manifold. Throughout this
11
dissertation, we use the dπ and K mappings as projections onto the horizontal and
vertical subspaces, respectively.
If X is a vector field on M , then there are unique vector fields X h̄, X v̄ on TM












dπ (X v̄)P̄ = 0π(P̄), K (X
v̄)P̄ = Xπ(P̄),
(2.4)
for all P̄ ∈ TM . A result of the tangent space decomposition is that any tangent
vector Z̄ ∈ TP̄TM can be decomposed into its horizontal and vertical components








∈ Tπ(P̄)M . While individual tangent
vectors can be decomposed, not all vector fields are decomposable. Hence, we define
lift-decomposable vector fields below as the class of vector fields that only change
along horizontal curves.
Definition 2. A vector field X̄ ∈ X (TM) is said to be lift-decomposable if it





















for any p ∈M , and u, u′ ∈ TpM .
A lift-decomposable vector field X̄ does not change along vertical curves. Further-
more, X̄ can be decomposed locally around (p, u) ∈ TM as X̄(p,u) = Ah̄(p,u) +Bv̄(p,u) for
A,B ∈ TpM .
As shown in [Dombrowski, 1962], the Lie bracket of horizontal and vertical lifts on
TM are
JX v̄, Y v̄K(p,u) = 0,
r





X h̄, Y h̄
z
(p,u)




for all vector fields X, Y ∈ X(M), (p, u) ∈ TM , and R is the curvature tensor on M .
Note that the vector fields are lift-decomposable (see Definition 2).
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A metric ḡ on the tangent bundle is said to be natural with respect to g on M if
ḡ(p,u)
(
X h̄, Y h̄
)
= gp (X, Y ) ,
ḡ(p,u)
(




for all X, Y ∈ X(M) and (p, u) ∈ TM . The Sasaki metric, first introduced in [Sasaki,
1958], is a special natural metric that has been widely used to study the relationship
between the base manifold and its tangent bundle. The Sasaki metric satisfies the
extra condition
ḡ(p,u) (X
v̄, Y v̄) = gp (X, Y ) . (2.7)
Intuitively, the Sasaki metric provides a way to extend the metric from the base
manifold to the tangent bundle.
2.1.1 Euclidean Space Rn
The Euclidean space Rn is a Riemannian manifold where the tangent space TxRn at a
point x ∈ Rn is a copy of Rn. The natural metric is the usual inner product
g (v1, v2) = v
T
1 v2 (2.8)
for v1, v2 ∈ Rn. The natural connection is the usual directional derivative of a smooth








Since Euclidean space is a vector space, the tangent spaces at different points can be
identified with each other. In other words, the parallel transport map is the action
of translating tangent vectors from one point to another point. This translation
does not alter the representation of the vectors since the coordinate basis is constant
everywhere, i.e. the vector coefficients do not change.
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Because geodesic curves are straight lines, the exponential map is simply the
motion along a straight line starting at some point x1 ∈ Rn moving in the direction of
the given tangent vector v ∈ Rn for a unit time t, i.e.
x2 = expx1(v) = x1 + vt. (2.10)
The logarithm map is the inverse of this action, and thus returns the required velocity
vector v (tangent vector) to get from point x1 to point x2 in unit time, i.e.
v = logx1 x2 = x2 − x1. (2.11)
2.2 Matrix Lie Group
We briefly review some materials from Lie Groups, for a more in depth discussion
see [Hall, 2015]. A Lie group G is a smooth manifold that is also a group. That is,
the Lie group has a unique group identity element e ∈ G and smooth maps for g ∈ G:
multiplication g1g2 : G×G→ G, (2.12)
inversion g−1 : G→ G. (2.13)
Given an element h ∈ G, the left and right translation maps are defined as
Lh : g 7→ hg, (2.14)
Rh : g 7→ gh. (2.15)
The differential of the left (respectively, right) translation map provides a natural
linear mapping between tangent spaces that is independent of the path (unlike the
parallel transport map in the previous section) dLhg−1 : TgG→ ThG.
Matrix Lie groups are Lie groups that can be represented as matrices and are all
subgroups of the general linear group GL(n) of all non-singular n× n matrices. The
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identity element is the usual identity matrix, i.e. e = In, and the multiplication and
inversion maps are given by the usual corresponding matrix operations.
The tangent space g at the identity of G, called the Lie algebra, plays an important
role in the study of Lie Groups and their geometries. Restricting ourselves to the study
of Matrix Lie groups, we can obtain expressions for the exponential map, logarithm
map, and Lie bracket. The exponential map is a map from the Lie algebra to the







where v ∈ g. For compact Lie groups, such as the Special Orthogonal Group, the Lie
exponential map is equivalent to the Riemannian exponential map. The logarithm
map, log : M → g, can be derived by the usual matrix logarithm. The Lie bracket is
given by the commutator bracket
[X, Y ] = XY − Y X. (2.17)
2.2.1 Special Orthogonal Group SO(3)
The Special Orthogonal Group SO(3) is the group of 3-dimensional rotations and
is the particular manifold of interest in our work. This matrix Lie group can be
represented by 3 × 3 matrices where SO(3) = {R ∈ R3×3 : RTR = I3, det(R) = 1}.
Let so(3) be the set of all 3× 3 skew symmetric matrices, then the tangent space of
SO(3) at a rotation R is denoted by TRSO(3) = {RV : V ∈ so(3)}. A tangent vector












For convenience, we denote the hat operator at the identity R = I as ·̂ (i.e., without
parentheses). With this notation, the following statements represent the same tangent
vector W ∈ TRSO(3): W = (ω)∧ = Rω̂.
The exponential map and logarithm map for SO(3) can be computed in closed-form
using the well-known Rodrigues’ formula [Lynch and Park, 2017]. Let v ∈ R3 and
R ∈ SO(3), then the exponential map at the identity is given by





R = expI(v̂) = I + sin(θ)û+ (1− cos(θ))û2 (2.21)











v̂ = logI R = θû. (2.24)
The logarithm map requires special care when θ = 0 and θ = π. If tr(R) = −1, then











 r121 + r22
r32







 , if θ = π (2.27)
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where rij are elements of the R matrix. If R = I, then θ = 0 and the tangent vector v̂
is undefined since u (2.23) contains a division by zero. However, geometrically the log
map returns a constant angular velocity, which takes the rotation from I to R. Since
it requires no movement to get from I to itself, as a convention, we set
v̂ = 0, if θ = 0, (2.28)
which denotes zero angular velocity.
The natural metric on SO(3) is given using the matrix trace operator, tr(·), as







= (X∨)T IY ∨ (2.29)
for tangent vectors X, Y ∈ X(M), which corresponds to the natural inner product
on R3 through the hat and vee maps. Note that the metric is parameterized by the
identity matrix, i.e. M = I.
The Levi-Civita connection on SO(3) is given in [Edelman et al., 1998] as





XTY + Y TX
)
, (2.30)
for vector fields X, Y ∈ X(M) at a point R ∈ SO(3), and Ẏ is the derivative of Y
along any curve with tangent X.
2.3 Contraction Theory
In this section, we provide a review of contraction theory based on [Lohmiller and
Slotine, 1998, Simpson-Porco and Bullo, 2014]. The motivation behind this theory
is that if nearby trajectories of a system converge to some nominal motion then the
system is stable. Moreover, the trajectories’ convergence can be shown by analyzing
how the vector field generating them changes along some infinitesimal displacements,
i.e., converging vector fields. More formally, consider a vector field F : M → TM
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defining the nonlinear system dynamics ẋ = F (x). The system is contracting at
any point x ∈ M if the virtual displacement δx ∈ TxM (note that virtual displace-
ments are infinitesimal displacements or variations at fixed-time and are well-defined
mathematical objects) between neighboring trajectories vanish exponentially fast,
g (δx(t), δx(t))M ≤ g (δx(0), δx(0))M e
−βt, (2.31)
where β is the exponential convergence rate. In general, M can be a function of the
state x and time t, although here we only consider constant matrices. The above
observation leads to the following result.
Proposition 1 (Adapted from [Simpson-Porco and Bullo, 2014]). A system ẋ = F (x)
evolving on a manifold M is contracting exponentially in the region U ⊂M if there
exist a metric g with Levi-Civita connection ∇ for each x ∈ U and δx ∈ TxM such
that
g (∇δxF, δx)M ≤ −βg (δx, δx)M . (2.32)
2.4 Rigid Body Attitude Dynamics
Rigid body rotations can be modeled as a simple mechanical system evolving on the
tangent bundle TSO(3) = {(R,W ) : R ∈ SO(3),W ∈ TRSO(3)}, where the state
variables are the rotations R and the angular velocities ω = (W )∨ ∈ R3 [Bullo and
Lewis, 2005]. The tangent space at a point (R,W ) is denoted as TWTRSO(3) =
{(U, V ) : U, V ∈ TRSO(3)}, and since the tangent space of a tangent space can be
identified with itself, we can represent tangent vectors in TWTRSO(3) as vertically
concatenated matrices, e.g. stack(U, V ) = [ UV ].
The equations of motion for rigid body attitude are
Ṙ = Rω̂,
ω̇ = Γ− J−1 (ω × Jω) ,
(2.33)
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where R ∈ SO(3) is the rotation from the body to the inertial frame, ω ∈ R3 is the
angular velocity, J ∈ R3×3 is the inertia matrix, and Γ ∈ R3 is the total moment
vector (control input), all expressed in the body frame.
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Chapter 3
Non-Natural Metrics on the Tangent
Bundle
In this chapter, we derive fundamental geometrical tools that allows us to analyze
second-order dynamical systems on Riemannian tangent bundles using contraction
theory. The results generalize the Sasaki metric to a non-natural one, and also
derives the corresponding Levi-Civita connection on the tangent bundle. We first
derive these results assuming that the vector fields are lift-decomposable. In terms
of dynamical systems, lift-decomposable vector fields mean that the control input
(change in velocity) depends only on the position. In real systems, under feedforward
this is not generally true. Thus, we extend the definition of the non-natural metric to
general vector fields that are not lift-decomposable. In particular for attitude control,
the tangent bundles arise naturally where the manifold is the configuration space
and the Lagrangian mechanics involve the configurations and their velocities as state
variables [Bullo and Lewis, 2005]. In a similar vein, many systems can be modeled on
product manifolds such as the case in Chapter 5, so we also clarify how to obtain the
Levi-Civita connection on these manifolds. Some of the contents from this chapter
first appeared in our work [Vang and Tron, 2018].
3.1 Related Work
There is a natural relationship between a base manifold and its tangent bundle. From
this relationship, we can obtain metrics and connections on the tangent bundle through
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their respective counterparts on the base manifold. The study of these geometrical
tools (metrics and connections) and their relationship to the base manifold and its
tangent bundle often rely on the Sasaki metric (2.7) [Sasaki, 1958,Gudmundsson and
Kappos, 2002]. This metric naturally pairs objects of the same type with each other,
such as positions with positions and velocities with velocities.
For practical applications such as robotics and controls, we may gain valuable
mathematical and physical insights by choosing a more general metric that allows
mixing between different geometric quantities. For example, a fundamental process is
damping, in which the changes on the positions (or configurations) depend on changes
to its velocities. The changes on positions and velocities appear as tangent vectors
on the manifold that interact with each other through the metric. The Sasaki metric
does not consider these kinds of interactions. Hence, we want to study metrics where
the interaction between configurations and velocities are considered.
3.2 A Non-Natural Metric
In this section, we define a general non-natural metric on the tangent bundle TM and
derive its corresponding Levi-Civita connection under the assumption that all vector
fields on TM are lift-decomposable. We consider a non-natural metric ḡ(p,u) on the
tangent bundle of the form
ḡ(p,u)
(
X h̄, Y h̄
)
= m1gp (X, Y )
ḡ(p,u)
(
X h̄, Y v̄
)
= m2gp (X, Y )
ḡ(p,u) (X
v̄, Y v̄) = m3gp (X, Y )
(3.1)
where gp (·, ·) is a metric on M ; X, Y ∈ X (M); (p, u) ∈ TM ; and m1,m2,m3 ∈ R.
Note that this is a particular non-natural metric, derived from the Sasaki metric, that
allows us to relate quantities on the bundle back to quantities on the base manifold.
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In general, not all non-natural metrics on the tangent bundle can be written in this
form. The metric (3.1) allows us to choose from a class of metrics on the tangent
bundle with different horizontal and vertical subspaces along with their Levi-Civita
connections.
Proposition 2. Given a Riemannian manifold (M, g) and m1,m2,m3 chosen such
that m1,m3 > 0, and m1m3 −m22 > 0, or equivalently [m1 m2m2 m3 ] is positive definite; the
metric ḡ defined in (3.1) is a Riemannian metric on TM.
Proof. The metric ḡ must be an inner product on T(p,u)TM at each point (p, u). The
symmetry and linearity properties can be verified through simple calculations and
using the same properties for the metric g on the base manifold M . To show positive
definiteness, consider an arbitrary tangent vector Z̄ ∈ T(p,u)TM where Z̄ = X h̄ + Y v̄




= m1gp (X,X)+2m2gp (X, Y )+m3gp (Y, Y ). The





≥ m1‖X‖2 − 2m2‖X‖‖Y ‖+m3‖Y ‖2 (3.2)

















From the inequality, ḡ must be positive definite since the inner matrix is positive
definite by m1,m3 > 0 and m1m3 −m22 > 0 (this is the Hurwitz criterion).
Using the metric defined in (3.1), the Koszul formula in (2.1), and the Lie bracket
from (2.5), we can derive the following properties of the corresponding Levi-Civita
connection ∇̄ on TM (the proof closely mirrors those found in [Dombrowski, 1962,
Gudmundsson and Kappos, 2002,Kowalski, 1971,Sasaki, 1958]).
Proposition 3. Given a Riemannian manifold (M, g) and its tangent bundle TM
equipped with the metric in (3.1), the Levi-Civita connection ∇̄ on TM satisfies
(i) 2ḡ
(
∇̄Xh̄Y h̄, Z h̄
)
= 2m1g (∇XY, Z) + 2m2g (R(u,X)Y, Z)
(ii) 2ḡ
(
∇̄Xh̄Y h̄, Z v̄
)




∇̄Xh̄Y v̄, Z h̄
)
= 2m2g (∇XY, Z) +m3g (R(u, Y )X,Z)
(iv) 2ḡ
(
∇̄Xh̄Y v̄, Z v̄
)
= 2m3g (∇XY, Z)
(v) 2ḡ
(
∇̄X v̄Y h̄, Z h̄
)
= m3g (R(u,X)Y, Z)
(vi) 2ḡ
(










∇̄X v̄Y v̄, Z v̄
)
= 0
for all vector fields X, Y, Z ∈ X (M).
Proof. The Koszul formula on the tangent bundle is used repeatedly to find the
properties of the Levi-Civita connection.
(i) The 1st equation follows from the Koszul formula. Then substituting properties
from (2.5) (relationships between Lie brackets on the tangent bundle and the









































X h̄, Y h̄
z)
(ii)
= m1Xg (Y, Z) +m1Y g (Z,X)−m1Zg (X, Y )−m1g (X, [Y, Z])
+m2g (X,R(Y, Z)u) +m1g (Y, [Z,X])−m2g (Y,R(Z,X)u)
+m1g (Z, [X, Y ])−m2g (Z,R(X, Y )u))
(iii)
= 2m1g (∇XY, Z) +m2g (X,R(Y, Z)u)−m2g (Y,R(Z,X)u)
−m2g (Z,R(X, Y )u)
(iv)
= 2m1g (∇XY, Z) + 2m2g (R(u,X)Y, Z)
The 3rd equation follows from the fact that six of the terms combined produces
the Koszul formula on M . Lastly, the 4th equation is a result of combining
the Riemannian curvature tensor terms to collect Z using the properties of the
curvature tensor.
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(ii) The statement is obtained in a similar fashion to (i). The 1st equation results
from combining the Koszul formula and substituting properties from (2.5) (rela-
tionships between Lie brackets on the tangent bundle and the base manifold),




∇̄Xh̄Y h̄, Z v̄
)
(i)
= m2g (Z,∇YX) +m2g (X,∇YZ) +m2g (Y,∇XZ)
+m2g (Z,∇XY )−m2g (X,∇YZ) +m2g (Y,−∇XZ) +m2g (Z, [X, Y ])
−m3g (Z,R(X, Y )u)
(ii)
= 2m2g (∇XY, Z)−m3g (R(X, Y )u, Z)




X h̄, Y h̄
))
= 0 since differentiating a horizontal field in the
vertical direction produces no change. Finally, the last equation is obtained by
expanding the Lie bracket using the torsion free property of the Levi-Civita
connection, [X, Y ] = ∇XY −∇YX, and collecting terms.
(iii) - (vii) are analogous to (ii). The only slight adjustment in the proof of (iv),
(vi), and (vii) is that the Lie bracket of two vertical vector fields on the tangent
bundle is equal to zero by (2.5).
(viii) The statement follows from the fact that the Lie bracket of two vertical vector
fields vanish by (2.5) (relationships between Lie brackets on the tangent bundle





X h̄, Y h̄
)
,
thus differentiating a horizontal field in the vertical direction has no change.
2ḡ
(
∇̄X v̄Y v̄, Z v̄
)
= X v̄ (m3g (Y, Z)) + Y
v̄ (m3g (Z,X))− Z v̄ (m3g (X, Y ))
−ḡ (X v̄, 0) + ḡ (Y v̄, 0) + ḡ (Z v̄, 0) = 0
Next, we extract the explicit form of the horizontal and vertical components of
the Levi-Civita connection on the tangent bundle from Proposition 3. To do so, we
first present a useful lemma.
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for all vector fields X̄ ∈ X (TM), (p, u) ∈ TM , and m1,m2,m3 ∈ R such that
m1,m3 > 0 and m1m3 −m22 > 0. Then
ḡ(p,u)
(




























Proof. The claim follows directly from the definitions of f̄ and ḡ. First, we consider
the f̄ function applied to X̄ which results in (3.4). Then from the definition of the
metric (3.1), we obtain
ḡ(p,u)
(


















































































































































Lastly, we combine terms to obtain (3.5),
ḡ(p,u)
(



































































Since X̄ is arbitrary, X̄ and Ȳ can be interchanged without affecting the results.
Remark 1. The results of Lemma 1 can be better understood in local coordinates using
matrix operations. To illustrate the point, we assume g to be the natural Euclidean










































where I is the identity matrix, X̄, Ȳ ∈ T(p,u)TM , and (p, u) ∈ TM . Since M is positive
definite, its inverse M−1 exists. Thus, the function f̄ can be interpreted (in matrix
notation) as










When f̄ acts on a tangent vector in (3.6), we recover the identity matrix and the
simple pairing of the horizontal and vertical components.
The following theorem uses Proposition 3 to extract the explicit form of the
horizontal and vertical components of the Levi-Civita connection ∇̄X̄ Ȳ on TM for
any vector fields X̄, Ȳ ∈ X(TM).
Theorem 1. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and ∇̄ be the Levi-Civita connection











































































for all vector fields X, Y ∈ X (M) and (p, u) ∈ TM .
Proof. Proposition 3 provides an expression for ḡ(p,u)
(
∇̄X̄ Ȳ , ·
)
for any vector fields
X̄, Ȳ ∈ X (TM) at a point (p, u) ∈ TM where the 2nd argument can be chosen
arbitrarily. Thus, we chose a purely horizontal and vertical field composed with f̄ to
extract the components of the Levi-Civita connection. For any arbitrary vector field
Z ∈ X(M) and f̄ defined in Lemma 1
ḡ(p,u)
(
























From these two relationships, the properties of Theorem 1 can be extracted by
permutating through all the possible horizontal and vertical lifts of X and Y . For
example to obtain (i), we first horizontally lift the Z vector to the tangent bundle and
apply f̄ leading to





















= 2m1g (∇XY,A) + 2m2g (R(u,X)Y,A) , (3.11)





= 2m2g (∇XY,B)−m3g (R(X, Y )u,B) . (3.12)
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By (3.8), equations (3.11) and (3.12) represent the metric pairing of the horizontal
component of the Levi-Civita connection with the arbitrary vector Z. Combining



















g (R(X, Y )u, Z)
























The results of this section allow us to compute the Levi-Civita connection corre-
sponding to a general non-natural metric on the tangent bundle for any vector fields
X̄, Ȳ ∈ X(TM) that are lift-decomposable.
3.3 Levi-Civita Connection for General Vector Fields
In this section, we extend the Levi-Civita connection in Section 3.2 to general vector
fields. In general, vector fields Ȳ ∈ X (TM) at a point (p, u) ∈ TM depend on both





(p,u) + C̄(p,u) + D̄(p,u) (3.13)
where A,B ∈ TpM , C̄ ∈ H(p,u), D̄ ∈ V(p,u), and C̄ = D̄ = 0 at (p, u) and along
horizontal curves passing through (p, u). The vectors A,B are constant along vertical
fibers and change along horizontal curves; the C̄, D̄ vectors are the point-wise horizontal
and vertical projections of the field Ȳ and vary along vertical fibers.
The standard results and our results in Section 3.2 already considered how vector
fields change along horizontal curves in deriving the connection in Theorem 1, i.e. we
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know how to differentiate A and B. Now, we also consider changes along vertical
curves, i.e. C̄ and D̄, to obtain the complete Levi-Civita connection for general vector
fields.
Corollary 1. The Levi-Civita connection ∇̄X̄ Ȳ on the tangent bundle TM for any
general vector fields X̄, Ȳ ∈ X (TM) at a point (p, u) ∈ TM is given by









where Ȳ is decomposed into the components defined in (3.13) and X̄ = F h̄ +Gv̄ for
F,G ∈ TpM . The connection ∇̃ is the usual connection on the flat tangent space
corresponding to the choice of local coordinates.
Proof. The proof follows from the vector field decomposition in (3.13) and the fact
that the connection is linear in the X̄ argument. The connection depends locally on
the behavior of Ȳ in the neighborhood of (p, u), thus all terms are required. However,
the connection only depends on X̄ at (p, u), thus the horizontal and vertical projections
are zero. The first term is the connection from Theorem 1 which captures changes
along horizontal curves. The second term captures changes along vertical curves and






3.4 Levi-Civita Connection on TRn
To better demonstrate our results, we focus on Euclidean space Rn. In particular, we
consider a double integrator system evolving on the tangent bundle TRn with position
and velocity as state variables. On this manifold, we know how to compute the
Levi-Civita connection (2.9) corresponding to the natural metric (2.8) by viewing TRn
as R2n. Then, we demonstrate how to apply our results to compute the Levi-Civita
connection on TRn. The example is given in Appendix B.
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3.5 Levi-Civita Connection on TSO(3)
Now, we consider the Special Orthogonal Group SO(3) (as it pertains to our goal of
attitude control) equipped with a metric g and its tangent bundle TSO(3) equipped
with the metric in (3.1). The Levi-Civita connection on SO(3) is given in (2.30).
Proposition 4. Given left-invariant vector fields X̄, Ȳ ∈ X (TSO(3)) along a curve





, Ȳ = (Rα̂,Rν̂) , γ̄ = (R,Rω̂) (3.15)
and identifying TTRSO(3) with TRSO(3), then the induced Levi-Civita connection ∇̄


































[[ω̂, η̂] , α̂] +
[




































[ω̂, ν̂] , ζ̂
]
+ [[ω̂, η̂] , α̂]
)
.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 1 using the Levi-Civita connection
on SO(3), the matrix commutator Lie bracket [X, Y ] = XY − Y X, and properties of
the curvature tensor (Appendix A.2).
Corollary 2. In the general case, where ω = ω(t), α = α(ω), ν = ν(ω). The























where ∇̃ is the usual directional derivative on R3.
Proof. The additional term is required to account for changes in the vertical subspace
along the curve γ̄. This is a direct result of Corollary 1.
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3.6 Levi-Civita Connection on Product Manifolds
The Cartesian product of manifolds produces a new manifold M :=
∏n
i=1Mi, called
a product manifold. On a product manifold, there is a natural product metric that
geometrically pairs tangent vectors from the same sub-manifold g = g1 ⊕ g2 ⊕ ...⊕ gn
defined by
g (X1 + ...+Xn, Y1 + ...+ Yn)M = g1(X1, Y1)M1 + ...+ gn(Xn, Yn)Mn (3.20)
where Xi, Yi ∈ TpiMi under the identification T(p1,...,pn)M = Tp1M1 ⊕ ...⊕ TpnMn. In
local coordinates, the metric tensor is a sparse matrix with only block-diagonal entries
M = diag(M1, ...,Mn). In addition, the Levi-Civita connection is given by
∇(X1,...,Xn)(Y1, ..., Yn) = (∇X1Y1)M1 ⊕ ...⊕ (∇XnYn)Mn . (3.21)
The above results are limiting in the sense that we cannot have interactions between
sub-manifolds. If we choose a non-natural metric (the metric tensor is not sparse) that
allows these interactions, there are difficulties in computing the analytical expression
of the corresponding Levi-Civita connection. However, we can leverage the above
results to obtain the Levi-Civita connection by using linear coordinate transformations
to bring ourselves to the natural case.
Given a non-natural metric onM defined by matrix N, the Schur complement [Boyd,
2004, Appendix A.5.5] can be used recursively to find a linear transformation J to








where A ∈ Rdim(M1)×dim(M1) and B,C are appropriately sized. The A matrix is sized
to become a block-diagonal matrix representing a metric on M1 without explicit de-
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pendencies on other sub-manifolds. Applying Schur complement, we can decompose N













and Iq, Ir are appropriately sized identity matrices. Next, repeat the process for N
1






, D′ ∈ Rdim(M2)×dim(M2), (3.24)
is expanded to contain a natural metric for M1 and M2 (by D
′). Applying Schur
complement again, we obtain transformation matrix J2 such that N
1 = JT2 N
2J2. This
process is repeated (n− 1) times where the Ai matrix’s dimensions are expanded to
include the metric for the M1, ...,M(i+1) sub-manifolds. The end result is a transforma-
tion matrix J = J1J2...J(n−1) that transforms the non-natural metric N to a natural




n ) via N = JTN(n−1)J .
The coordinate transformation implies that tangent vectors X ′, Y ′ ∈ X(M) ex-
pressed locally in non-natural coordinates corresponding to N, can be expressed
locally in natural coordinates as JX ′, JY ′ with the metric N(n−1). Furthermore, the
Levi-Civita connection corresponding to N can be rewritten in natural coordinates,
since it must remain compatible with the metric through the Koszul formula and the
connection can also be treated as a tangent vector as above, thus















Remark 2. Transformed tangent vectors, e.g. JX ′, must still be tangent vectors
in T(p1,...,pn)M . Therefore, the individual components of the tangent vector must be
transported to the correct tangent space TpiMi via parallel transport.








on M1, it must also consider changes to the vector field
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(JY ′)1 as a result of motions along the individual submanifolds composing the product
manifold. These changes are considered in the direction of the original vector field
X ′ because the individual tangent vector components change according to the original






Almost Global Attitude Control
The aim of this chapter is to develop a new framework to study the stability of
attitude controllers on the Special Orthogonal Group SO(3). The goal is to construct
a framework that is appealing to practitioners in that the controller is straightforward
to tune, and the auxiliary parameters or constraints resulting from the stability
analysis can be simplified or made more intuitive. With these considerations in mind,
we propose a simple geometric PD controller that can achieve almost global stability
and can be automatically tuned. By simple, we mean that the controller does not
require additional mechanisms to achieve stability, such as switching conditions; the
gains and auxiliary parameters can be automatically tuned in a systematic manner;
and the auxiliary parameters have some intuitive, geometric interpretations to provide
insights on how to adjust them. The work in [Lee et al., 2011, Chaturvedi et al.,
2011,Sreenath et al., 2013] showed that Lyapunov based analysis generally produce
auxiliary parameters that are not straightforward to tune or add complexity to the
controller in the form of additional terms.
Instead, we use contraction theory to perform the stability analysis which results in
a search for a metric to satisfy some linear matrix inequalities (LMI). From these results,
we construct a general framework to automatically select appropriate parameter values
and automatically tune the control gains by solving the LMIs using off-the-shelf solvers.
While the tuning process is costly, it is done offline and only the stabilizing gains are
used online.
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The chapter starts in Section 4.1 by first reviewing traditional controllers that
parameterize the space of rotations, and then move to more recent geometric controllers.
Our work is presented in Section 4.2, which first appeared in [Vang and Tron, 2019]. We
start by defining a configuration error function on the manifold that induces a rotation
(position) error for our PD controller. Then, we analyze the closed-loop system in
four steps. The first step is to compute the contraction condition using results from
Chapter 3. Next, we extract a contraction matrix from the contraction condition (2.32),
and transform it into two matrices composed of [3× 3] block diagonal matrices. Then,
we extract linear constraints to bound the eigenvalues of the contraction matrix and
solve for the metric as a feasibility problem given a desired convergence rate. Finally,
we present an algorithm to automatically select the control gains that guarantees
the fastest minimum exponential convergence rate using bisection search. Simulation
results are presented in Section 4.3 and a summary of this chapter’s contribution is
given in Section 4.4.
4.1 Related Work
Attitude controllers can be categorized into two groups: parameterized and geometric.
Parameterized controllers are studied using representations of attitudes, usually on
some Euclidean-like space. Geometric controllers, on the other hand, are studied
intrinsically on the SO(3) manifold. We review relevant works from both.
4.1.1 Parameterized Controllers
The study of attitude control has span many decades with earlier works motivated
by the control of spacecrafts [Meyer, 1971]. These works usually parameterize the
space of rotation in some form so that (standard Euclidean) methods can be used.
The minimum number of parameters required to represent rotations is three, such
as with Euler angles. However, Euler angles suffer from the well-known problem of
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gimbal lock or singularity, where the representation loses a degree of freedom. In
addition, recovering rotation matrices from Euler angles is generally slow due the
many trigonometric calculations required [Shuster, 1993].
Due to these problems and others, the community has shifted focus to using unit
quaternions to represent attitudes. Unit quaternions use four parameters on the
sphere S3, and do not suffer from singularities. In fact, many works have achieved
almost global (and in some cases also exponential) stability using this parameterization.
In [Wen and Kreutz-Delgado, 1991,Tayebi and McGilvray, 2006], the authors showed
that a PD controller with feedforward compensation terms can globally, exponentially
stabilize the attitude system. The authors achieved these results by using position
and velocity errors defined on S3, along with carefully chosen Lyapunov functions.
However, S3 actually double covers the space of rotations. In other words, for
every real physical attitude R there are two correct quaternion representations; i.e.
q,−q ∈ S3 7→ R ∈ SO(3). To account for this, a lifting mechanism from SO(3) to
S3 needs to be implemented. Traditionally, the sign ambiguity of the quaternion
is arbitrarily chosen [Wen and Kreutz-Delgado, 1991]. However, the authors have
implemented an additional memory state to keep the lifted trajectory consistent and
continuous.
While the works in [Wen and Kreutz-Delgado, 1991,Tayebi and McGilvray, 2006]
seems to be complete and global, in fact, the controllers are not global on SO(3), but
seems to be when viewed on S3. In [Mayhew et al., 2011], the authors explored the
phenomenon known as unwinding [Bhat and Bernstein, 2000], where the system goes
through a large attitude maneuver for small displacements. Unwinding is an issue
for quaternions due to the double coverage of SO(3). And in fact, the controllers
of [Wen and Kreutz-Delgado, 1991,Tayebi and McGilvray, 2006] suffer from this issue
because while one representation q ∈ S3 is stabilized, the other −q ∈ S3 is not. On
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S3, having an unstable equilibrium −q is a not an issue, because the controller can
stabilize any other attitude to the desired q, and therefore it seems that all attitudes
on SO(3) are stabilizable since they map to one of these points on S3. However,
since the quaternions q and −q map to the same attitude R ∈ SO(3), the target
attitude R may be both stable and unstable depending on the controller’s quaternion
representation of R [Mayhew et al., 2011,Chaturvedi et al., 2011].
From these results, along with the survey of attitude parameterizations from [Shus-
ter, 1993], it is clear that no minimal parameterization can globally and uniquely
represent the space of rotations SO(3). Therefore to achieve better convergence and to
avoid singularities, ambiguity, or additional complexities (e.g. lift map), the attitude
control problem should be addressed directly on the SO(3) manifold [Chaturvedi et al.,
2011].
4.1.2 Geometric Controllers
Early geometric control works can be attributed to [Koditschek, 1989, Bullo and
Murray, 1999]. Koditschek was one of the first to consider the study of mechanical
systems intrinsically on their respective manifolds and showed that total energy-like
functions (akin to Lyapunov) can be globally defined on manifolds using so called
navigation functions (cost or configuration functions). Bullo and Murray went further
and showed how to construct proper coordinate-free configuration and velocity errors
to achieve almost global, exponential stability by defining a Lyapunov function using
the configuration error as a generalized potential energy along with the norm of the
velocity error as the kinetic energy [Bullo and Murray, 1999]. And they provided a
general PD controller with a feedforward term to accompany the Lyapunov function.
This work is the basis for the construction of our controller. These results are then
specified to manifolds with a Lie group structure in [Maithripala et al., 2006]. The
controller is made simpler for compact Lie groups and their direct products in the
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sense that their proposed general configuration error can always be defined on the Lie
group structure. Although SO(3) has a compact Lie group structure, we do not use
a Lie group configuration error so that our results remain general and can be used
on any manifold. These works showed that by working intrinsically on manifolds,
geometric controllers can obtain the best convergence rates (up to the topological
restriction) because the analysis is not hindered by the choice of parameterization
(coordinate-free).
Within the last two decades, the study of attitude control has been, in part, rein-
vigorated with the rise in popularity of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), in particular
quadrotors [Lee et al., 2011, Mahony et al., 2012, Sreenath et al., 2013]. UAVs are
useful in research environments for many robotic research including mapping, controls,
multi-agent problems, etc. UAVs have also become ubiquitous in commercial and
industrial applications such as photography, search and rescue missions, and payload
transportation. These agile robots maneuver by changing their attitudes [Mahony
et al., 2012], therefore there is increased interest in improving and simplifying (in terms
of implementation complexity) the attitude controllers to extract more performance
out of the systems and to be implementable on resource-confined, embedded dynamical
hardware.
In [Lee et al., 2011], building on the attitude controllers of [Koditschek, 1989,Bullo
and Murray, 1999], multiple geometric controllers were developed, particularly for
quadrotor UAVs, to almost globally stabilize position, attitude, or linear velocity. The
controllers were extended to include a suspended load in [Sreenath et al., 2013]. These
works showed that geometric controllers allow UAVs to perform complex maneuvers
that were not previously possible with parameterized controllers, and without concern
of undesired behaviors such as gimbal lock and unwinding. Furthermore, by working
in a geometric framework, the authors were able to address highly nonlinear problems
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with globally defined nonlinear controllers. Previously, these problems were handled
through linearization with results that only hold for small perturbations.
In terms of attitude control, the works mentioned in this section relies on Lyapunov
analysis and the choice of a particular configuration error function. As mentioned,
tuning parameters resulting from this analysis is often complex without any systematic
way to select good values. We address this issue by using contraction theory to produce
a framework that has a simple PD controller; intuitive, geometric parameters; and
can also be systematically tuned.
4.2 Attitude Controller
In this section, we present our simple geometric attitude controller and develop a
framework to study the closed-loop system’s stability. Without loss of generality, we
stabilize to the point on the tangent bundle where Rd = I3 and ωd = stack(0, 0, 0).
First, we choose a cost (or potential) function Ψ(R,Rd) which is star-convex [Lee and
Valiant, 2016] with respect to Rd in the neighborhood URd , bounded, and such that























where α, ζ ∈ R3. We then define the rotation and velocity errors as
eR = (grad1(Ψ))
∨ , (4.3)
eω = ω − ωd = ω, (4.4)
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where grad1(·) is the gradient operator with respect to the first argument. Next, we
propose an attitude controller of the classical PD form
ΓR = J
−1 (ω × Jω)− kdeR − kveω, (4.5)
with a feedforward term to cancel the gyroscopic effects, and where kd, kv are positive








where the system dynamics evolve on the tangent bundle TSO(3).
We study the stability of (4.6) through optimization by following four steps:
S.1 Compute the generalized contraction metric (2.32) for the closed-loop system;
S.2 Diagonalize and bound the contraction metric to obtain linear objectives and
constraints;
S.3 Solve a feasibility problem for given kd, kv, β over the metric parameters in
matrix M with constraint (2.32);
S.4 Automatically select gains kd, kv while maximizing β through a grid-bisection
search.
4.2.1 Closed-Loop System and Contraction Condition (S.1)
The system (fR, fω) defines a vector field on the tangent bundle TSO(3). To ap-
ply (2.32), we have to first define a covariant derivative on the tangent bundle. In
general, finding a closed-form expression for a covariant derivative is difficult; however,
it is available for SO(3) (2.30), and, by using the theory in Chapter 3, we can use
the covariant derivative to induce its counterpart on the tangent bundle TSO(3). We
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use (4.2) as our base metric and define an induced metric ḡ on TSO(3) following the































and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. Note that all matrix inequalities imply positive
(semi-)definite matrices. The induced metric ḡ is a metric on TSO(3) if M is positive
definite with parameters mi∈{1,2,3} ∈ R, and a closed-form expression for the covariant
derivative ∇̄ on TSO(3) can be found (see Section 3.5 for a detailed derivation).
Using ∇̄, and letting δx = stack(Rζ̂,Rη̂) for arbitrary vectors ζ, η ∈ R3, the contraction



































M2,2 = (m3β +m2 −m3kv)I3, (4.13)
and DeR is the differential of the rotation error (4.3). For the complete derivation see
Appendix C.
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If the matrix M is negative semidefinite, then (4.9) (and (2.32)) is satisfied.
By contraction analysis, the closed-loop system is exponentially converging at the
current state (R,ω) with a minimum exponential convergence rate of β. However,
this condition needs to be satisfied for all states R in a neighborhood URd of Rd and
ω ∈ R3 in order to guarantee convergence in URd . The challenge now is to choose
parameters m1,m2,m3 for given parameters kd, kv, β such that M≤ 0 for all states
in the neighborhood of Rd.
4.2.2 Matrix Decomposition (S.2)
We pose the problem of finding m1,m2,m3 to satisfy (4.9) given kd, kv, β as a semi-
definite programming problem. The left hand side of (4.9) is nonpositive if the
maximum eigenvalue of M is also nonpositive. We also have to consider (4.9) for all
possible states (R,ω) which results in an infinite number of constraints. Furthermore,
although the analytical equations for all eigenvalues ofM are non-convex with respect
to m1,m2,m3, the elements of M are all linear in the same variables. Considering all
these facts, we therefore propose the following strategy:
1) Decompose the matrix M in two matrices, one dependent on R and one depen-
dent on ω;
2) Perform a state-dependent similarity transformation such that (4.9) does not
depend directly on (R,ω) but on the eigenvalues of DeR, and the maximum
norm of ω (these are auxiliary tuning parameters);
3) And relax the constraints using Gershgorin discs so that (4.9) can be bounded
by linear constraints.
In the first step, we take the symmetric part of the matrixM and decompose it as

















Ω2,2 = 03. (4.17)


























P2,2 =M2,2 = (m3β +m2 −m3kv)I3. (4.21)
The M matrix is decomposed in this manner to produce two new matrices that can
be independently diagonalized, which allows us to remove the explicit dependencies
on (R,ω) while extracting bounds on the eigenvalues.
Since ω̂ and ω̂2 share the same eigenvectors, the Ω matrix can be diagonalized as
Ω = T−1Ω ΩDTΩ, (4.22)












0 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
+ α







ΩD2,2 = 03, (4.27)







such that Vω is the similarity transformation matrix that diagonalize ω̂, i =
√
−1 is
the unit imaginary number, and
α = ‖ω‖m3kv −m2
4
. (4.29)
Remark 4. The eigenvalues (and eventually the Gershgorin discs) of Ω scale with ‖ω‖.
It might not be possible to find parameters m1,m2,m3 such that M ≤ 0 for all
possible ω ∈ R3. Therefore, as it is standard in the literature, we assume that there is
a bound on the initial maximum speed ‖ω‖max.
Next, we can perform a similar decomposition for the P matrix, with the caveat
that the matrices êR and DeR, in general, might not have the same eigenvectors.
Nonetheless, we can arrive at the decomposition
P = T−1P PDTP , (4.30)




















PD2,2 = (m3β +m2 −m3kv)I3, (4.34)
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with eRP = V
−1







such that VP is the similarity transformation matrix that diagonalize DeR, and Λ is
the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of DeR.
Since similar matrices have the same eigenvalues, we focus on constraining ΩD
and PD, which in turn constrain the original M matrix. The transformation matri-
ces TΩ and TP have been chosen such that many of the off-diagonal elements of ΩD
and PD are zero. This fact is useful for obtaining possibly tighter bounds on the
Gershgorin discs since the radii will be composed of fewer absolute value terms.
Up to this point, the derivations do not depend on the choice of the cost function Ψ;
we later show that for our choice of cost function (4.1), the dependencies of the
constraints on (R,ω) can be bounded by the minimum and maximum eigenvalues
of DeR and some maximum initial speed ‖ω‖max, which can be, respectively, either
precomputed or known; as a result, the constraints on M will only depend on
m1,m2,m3.
4.2.3 Feasibility Problem (S.3)
Now that we have exploited the structure of the contraction matrix M, we use it to
formulate an optimization problem using Gershgorin discs (see [Strang, 2009]). First,
recall that, by the interlacing theorem,
λmax(A+B) ≤ λmax(A) + λmax(B) (4.36)
which implies
λmax(A+B) ≤ Dmax(A) +Dmax(B) (4.37)
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where λmax(·) is the largest eigenvalue and Dmax(·) is the largest real number encom-
passed by any Gershgorin discs. The inequality (4.37) effectively allows us to relax
the constraints for M in two parts, some for ΩD and some for PD. Using this fact,
we propose the feasibility problem in Proposition 5 below to find suitable parameters
m1,m2,m3. The goal of the feasibility problem is to find m1,m2,m3 such that the
largest Gershgorin disc is completely in the left half of the complex plane. The idea
being that we want the sum Dmax(ΩD) +Dmax(PD) ≤ 0, so that λmax(M) ≤ 0, thus
satisfying (4.9).
Proposition 5. The system given in (2.33) with the controller in (4.5) is locally
exponentially stable with minimum convergence rate β > 0 for all R in a neighborhood












PDi,i ≤ 0, i = {1, ..., 6} (4.38c)
for given kd, kv, β, ‖ω‖max, and all R ∈ URd.
Note that (4.38b) is necessary to ensure that (4.7) is a metric on the tangent
bundle. The constraint (4.38c) requires that the centroid of all discs, which are the
diagonal elements of the PD matrix, to be negative, otherwise the first constraint
(4.38a) would be automatically violated.
Proof. The objective is to find m1,m2,m3 such that Dmax(PD)+Dmax(ΩD) ≤ 0 is true
for all R ∈ URd and ‖ω‖ ≤ ‖ω‖max. By inspection of the ΩD matrix (4.23) - (4.27),
there are three unique Gershgorin discs bounding the eigenvalues given below,















where α is defined in (4.29). The discs above state that Dmax(ΩD) ≥ 0, therefore
Dmax(PD) ≤ 0 is necessary. To achieve Dmax(PD) ≤ 0, the centroids of the PD
matrix must be nonpositive, thus the constraint (4.38c) is required. Together, con-
straints (4.38b) and (4.38c) imply that m1,m2,m3 > 0.
Next, DΩD3 is the maximum bound on the eigenvalues of ΩD since it is always
greater than or equal to zero, and is greater than or equal to DΩD2 due to the negative













‖ω‖2 + ‖ω‖m3kv −m2
4
. (4.42)
The inequality is obtained in two steps: 1) relaxing the square root by using the
subadditive property of the square root function [Gilányi, 2009], and 2) by observing
that the centroids from PD2,2 must be less than or equal to zero, thus m3kv ≥ m2,




‖ω‖2 + ‖ω‖m3kv −m2
4
, (4.43)
Dmax(ΩD) is maximized when ‖ω‖ = ‖ω‖max since this is a quadratic function in ‖ω‖
with positive coefficients. Note that if ‖ω‖max ≥ 4, then the problem is infeasible
since the maximum bound on the Gershgorin discs centered at PD2,2 summed with
Dmax(ΩD) is always greater than zero. However, this limitation can be removed by
relaxing (4.43) (as discussed in Remark 5 below).
Finally if the problem is feasible for given kd, kv, β, ‖ω‖max < 4, and all R ∈ URd ,
then






≥ λmax(PD) + λmax(ΩD) ≥ λmax(M), (4.44)
and, by contraction theory, the system is locally exponentially stable for all R ∈ URd ,
‖ω‖ ≤ ‖ω‖max with minimum exponential convergence rate β.
Remark 5. The constraint ‖ω‖max < 4 is not an intrinsic limitation of the sys-
tem. Instead, it is a consequence of the relaxations used to obtain (4.43). If the
application requires ‖ω‖max ≥ 4, equation (4.43) can be relaxed in the following way,
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The last expression of (4.46) is the q required to achieve equality in (4.45), which can
be relaxed to the first expression where all parameters are known, because m2,m3 > 0
and m3 > m2. For simplicity, in this paper we assume ‖w‖max < 4 and p = q = 1.
Notwithstanding, we show in the simulations of Section 4.3 that the controller remains
stable for ‖ω‖  4.
Remark 6. Since (4.9) is homogeneous in M, if a particular solution M∗ is found,
then any non-negative scaling of M∗ will also give a valid solution. Therefore, to
improve the numerical stability of the solver, we add the constraint m1 = 1.
Remark 7. In general, Dmax(PD) depends on R ∈ SO(3) and the eigenvalues of
the differential DeR. This results in a potentially infinite number of Gershgorin disc
constraints. In our case, using the fact that the cost function (4.1) is symmetric with
respect to the identity, we can bound the eigenvalues, for any R, using ‖ω‖max alone.
The next step is to determine when Proposition 5 is feasible for our cost func-
tion (4.1). To begin, the gradient of Ψ is given by [Tron, 2012, Proposition 2.2.1]
as
grad(Ψ) = − logR I3 = R logI3 R. (4.47)
Notice that in the second part of (4.47), we have transformed the log map to be
computed from the identity instead of R so that we can use the results from [Tron,
2012] to obtain a PD matrix with all block diagonal elements. Since the eigenvectors




are the same [Tron, 2012], all block matrices
of the P matrix (4.30) can be simultaneously diagonalized by choosing VP to be the
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matrix that diagonalize logI3 R. The resulting PD matrix is given by











PD1,2 = PD2,1, (4.50)
PD2,2 = (m3β +m2 −m3kv)I3, (4.51)
where
eRP =
0 0 00 θi 0
0 0 −θi
 , (4.52)
the diagonal matrix Λ is given in [Tron, 2012, Proposition E.2.1] as
Λ =




















The θ parameter represents the distance between any two rotations on SO(3) with
respect to the metric (4.2), and is bounded between 0 and π [Tron, 2012]. Thus, the




∈ (0, 1) is continuous for θ ∈ [0, π].
Remark 8. Since θ is symmetric, the PD matrix can be parameterized by some fixed
θmax < π, instead of R, which covers all R within θmax distance of the equilibrium.
By inspection, there are four unique Gershgorin discs bounding the eigenvalues of
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the PD matrix above,
DPD1 = −m2kd +m1β +
∣∣∣∣−m3kd2 + γ
∣∣∣∣ , (4.55)
DPD2 = −m2kdΘ +m1β +
∣∣∣∣−m3kd2 Θ + γ
∣∣∣∣ , (4.56)
DPD3 = m3β +m2 −m3kv +
∣∣∣∣−m3kd2 + γ
∣∣∣∣ , (4.57)
DPD4 = m3β +m2 −m3kv +
∣∣∣∣−m3kd2 Θ + γ
∣∣∣∣ , (4.58)
where










The maximum bound on the PD matrix can be summed with (4.43) and used as
a constraint in an optimization problem to find suitable m1,m2,m3 that satisfies
Proposition 5. The optimization problem is posed in Proposition 6.
Proposition 6. The system in (2.33) with controller (4.5), cost function Ψ in (4.1),
and given parameters kd, kv, β > 0, 0 ≤ ‖ω‖max < 4, and 0 < θmax < π is locally
exponentially stable with minimum exponential convergence rate β for all R within θmax
distance of the equilibrium and ‖ω‖ ≤ ‖ω‖max if the feasibility problem below can be
satisfied,
Find m1,m2,m3





PDi,i ≤ 0 i = {1, ..., 6}
(4.60)
where Dmax(ΩD) is defined in (4.43) and
N = {DPD1,DPD2,DPD3,DPD4}. (4.61)
Proof. The proof follows directly from Proposition 5.
Remark 9. The parameters θmax and ‖ω‖max specify a region of the state space
such that the contraction bounds are always satisfied. By [Simpson-Porco and Bullo,
2014, Corollary 5.1], any trajectory that starts within the contraction region will
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converge since the region is highly convex. Thus, the region defined by the set
{
(R ∈
SO(3), ω ∈ TRSO(3)) : θ(R,Rd) ≤ θmax, ‖ω‖ ≤ ‖ω‖max
}
represents, geometrically, a
conservative set of initial conditions that will converge exponentially to the desired
rotation.
Remark 10. Note that as θ → 0,Θ → 1, then (4.56) and (4.58) are redundant.
Therefore, we only have to consider the case when θ = θmax.
4.2.4 Automated Gain Selection (S.4)
In Section 4.2.3, an optimization (more precisely, feasibility) problem was proposed
to find parameters m1,m2,m3 such that the contraction matrix M ≤ 0 for given
kd, kv, β, ‖ω‖max, and θmax. However, the optimization problem might be infeasible
for the given parameters, and even if it is feasible, it might not provide the best
convergence guarantees. In this section, we introduce a grid-bisection search algorithm
to automatically select the best gains kd, kv with the largest guaranteed exponential
convergence rate β for given ‖ω‖max and θmax. The algorithm is given in Algorithm 1
where β is bounded between 0 and βmax > 0.
Algorithm 1 Grid-Bisection Search Algorithm
Require: kdList, kvList, ‖ω‖max, θmax, βmax
for kd = kdList do
for kv = kvList do
β′,m′i = bisectionSearch(kd, kv, ‖ω‖max, θmax)
{Solve optimization problem (4.60)}







Remark 11. The algorithm can be improved by ignoring the bisection search for any
combinations of kd and kv that does not meet the requirements of Theorem 2.
The goal of Algorithm 1 is to solve the following problem. Given a set of possible
rotation error gains kdList and angular velocity error gains kvList, a maximum angular
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speed ‖ω‖max, and a maximum distance error θmax, find the combination of gains that
produces the largest β satisfying Proposition 6. To solve this, the algorithm first
pairs each rotation error gain with each angular velocity error gain. Then for each
combination, the bisectionSearch() function maximizes the convergence rate using a
bisection search with upper and lower bounds defined by βmax and 0, respectively.
Within the bisectionSearch(), the algorithm solves the optimization problem (4.60)
using the assigned gains and system parameters. Finally, the findMaxBeta() function
selects the combination of gains with the largest rate β by searching through the list
of gain pairs and optimal β stored in the grid table.
Remark 12. In principle, a similar strategy could be used to select gains for any
controller for which an explicit bound on the convergence rate can be computed (such
as, for instance, the one from [Lee et al., 2011]). However, our results based on
convex optimization greatly simplify the implementation and only require tuning of
two additional geometric parameters (‖ω‖max, and θmax) derived from the convergence
proof.
Next, for given kd, β, ‖ω‖max, and θmax, we wish to better characterize the set
of kv’s such that the optimization problem may be feasible. The results are stated in
the theorem below.
Theorem 2. Given any kd, β > 0, 0 ≤ ‖ω‖max < 4, and 0 < θmax < π, then a
necessary condition for Proposition 6 to be satisfied is
kv ≥ −










∈ (0, 1). (4.63)
Proof. The requirement max(N ) + Dmax(ΩD) ≤ 0 represents eight constraints. To
find the limiting kv, let β = 0. By inspection and permutations, we find that the four
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where we have set m1 = 1 (see Remark 6). Each of the constraints (4.64) - (4.66)
bounds a half-plane in the m2,m3 plane for some fixed kd. If there is an overlapping
region such that m3 > m
2
2, then all constraints can be satisfied. Consider the worst
case when the boundary of the first three constraints meet at a point. In other words
when equations (4.64), (4.65), and (4.66) all equal zero. This is the worst case because
all the constraints are at their upper limits. In practice, only a few of the constraints
will be limiting. Solving this system of equations for m2,m3, and kv yields
kv = −














A = k3dΘmax[Θ2max(2‖ω‖2max − 16‖ω‖max + 36)
+ Θmax(2‖ω‖2max − 16‖ω‖max + 24) + 4]
+ k2d[Θ
2
max(4− 4‖ω‖2max) + Θmax(4‖ω‖2max − 8) + 4]
+ kd‖ω‖2max[Θmax(‖ω‖2max − 4) + 4] + ‖ω‖4max. (4.71)
It is straightforward to show that m3 > m
2
2 (constraint (4.67)) and that m2,m3, kv > 0
(requirements from Proposition 5) under the assumptions on the given parameters.
The results indicate that for any given set of parameters (kd, β = 0, ‖ω‖max, θmax),
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some positive m2,m3, kv can always be found by (4.68) - (4.70) to satisfy constraints
(4.64) - (4.67). To validate that (4.64) - (4.67) are indeed the limiting (non-redundant)
constraints, we back substitute the solutions (4.68) - (4.70) into the original eight
constraints, and verify that they are all satisfied. Furthermore, satisfaction of these
constraints ensures that max(N ) +Dmax(ΩD) ≤ 0 and that (4.8) is positive definite,
thereby satisfying Proposition 6 except for the requirement that β > 0.
Next, we show that for β > 0, the kv gain must be greater than or equal to the
value in (4.68). By performing the same analysis as before, we obtain new solutions
for m2,m3, and kv that depends on β. It can be shown, by inspection, that the new kv
obtained in this way must be greater than or equal to (4.68). Thus, Proposition 6 can
be satisfied with β > 0, if kv is allowed to be sufficiently high.
Remark 13. In general, the four limiting constraints (4.64) - (4.67) may not be the
limiting constraints for all β > 0. However, if the optimization problem is not feasible
for β = 0 or β > 0 but small, then it cannot be feasible for any arbitrary β > 0.
Remark 14. Note that when θmax = π, the Re(Λ) matrix from (4.53) becomes singular
which renders the problem (4.60) infeasible, hence we cannot achieve global exponential
stability, as expected [Bhat and Bernstein, 2000]. However for any angle θmax < π,
equation (4.62) provides a value of kv that guarantees exponential convergence in the
set of rotations within θmax distance of Rd. Therefore, this simple PD controller can
achieve quasi-global exponential stability in a convergence basin that is much larger
than what was reported in previous results in the literature.
Remark 15. Simple almost-global asymptotic convergence can be proven by using





4.3 Results and Simulations
In this section, we validate the controller and theory presented in Section 4.2 with a
simulation. Recall that we are stabilizing to the point Rd = I3 and ωd = stack(0, 0, 0).
The system and parameters for Algorithm 1 are reproduced in Table 4.1, and the initial
attitude R0 has been randomly selected to be θmax distance away from the identity I3.
The algorithm results are shown in Table 4.2, where we solved the optimization problem
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in Proposition 6 as a semidefinite program using the CVX modeling system [Grant
and Boyd, 2014] and the SDPT3 solver [Grant and Boyd, 2014].
The algorithm selected the best (kd, kv) such that suitable m1,m2,m3 exist to
guarantee a minimum exponential convergence rate of β = 0.0292, although the actual
rate is in fact much faster (see Figure 4·2). Note that we have utilized Remark 6 and
constrained m1 = 1.000 for the optimization problem. The optimal β for each pair
of kd and kv gains are shown in Figure 4·1. As predicated by Theorem 2, for any
particular kd there is a minimum kv such that a nonzero β can be found to satisfy
Proposition 6. In general, one might expect higher (kd, kv) to lead to higher β.
Table 4.1: System and Algorithm 1 Parameters
Parameter Value Description
J diag(5,2,1) Diagonal matrix with values 5,2,1
kdList [0.1:1.0091:100] Array from 0.1 to 100, stepsize 1.0091
kvList [0.1:1.0091:100] Array from 0.1 to 100, stepsize 1.0091
‖ω‖max 2 Max angular speed
θmax π − 0.05 Max distance
βmax 10 Max convergence rate
Nmax 100 Max bisection iterations
ω0 10[1, 1, 1]
T Initial angular velocity
Table 4.2: Algorithm 1 Results
Parameter Value Description
β 0.0292 Fastest convergence rate
kd 100 Rotation error gain
kv 89.9091 Angular velocity error gain
m1 1.0000 Metric ḡ parameter
m2 0.0110 Metric ḡ parameter
m3 0.0003 Metric ḡ parameter
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Figure 4·1: A surface plot showing the optimal β for each pair of
gains (kd, kv). For a fixed kd, a minimum kv is required to find a
nonzero β.
To confirm the results of our algorithm, we simulated the closed-loop dynamics
in Matlab R2018b using ’ode45’ and verified that the contraction metric (4.9) holds
throughout the trajectory. The simulation results with tracking errors are shown in
Figure 4·2. From the first two plots, it can be concluded that the system with angular
speeds much greater than ‖ω‖max = 2 converges, seemingly with an exponential rate.
We can verify exponential convergence by analyzing the contraction matrix M. The
largest eigenvalue of the matrix M (in closed-form) using contraction parameters






(c) Max Eigenvalue of Contraction matrix
Figure 4·2: Simulation results using parameters from Table 4.2. The
maximum eigenvalue of the contraction metric in Figure 4·2c is always
nonpositive, therefore the system is exponentially converging.
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always nonpositive thus confirming the exponential convergence by contraction theory.
However, notice that the largest Gershgorin disc bound is greater than zero at the
beginning of the trajectory due to the intentionally large initial speed ‖ω‖0 > ‖ω‖max.
The conservative bounds violate the contraction condition, but since the initial state
of the system is in the contraction region (by the maximum closed-form eigenvalue),
the system still converges (see Remark 9 and proof of Theorem 3). The looseness
of the bounds, shown in Figure 4·2c, could be due to several reasons, such as the
splitting of the M matrix into the Ω and P matrices, the use of the Gershgorin discs,
and the fact that the bounds need to hold in a large convergence basin (large θmax).
The simulation results suggest that we may be able to find tighter bounds on the
actual limiting ‖ω‖max by re-analyzing the ΩD matrix using the parameters found by
Algorithm 1 (this could be explored in future work).
In addition, notice that the maximum eigenvalue over time occurs at the beginning
of the trajectory where the rotation and velocity errors are largest, implying that we can
obtain tighter bounds on the minimum convergence rate β at smaller θmax and ‖ω‖max.
This is confirmed in Table 4.3, last column, where the minimum guaranteed convergence
rate β increases as we restrict the system closer to the identity. In addition, one
can potentially obtain better convergence rates (Table 4.3, fourth column), by gain
scheduling with respect to the distance to the equilibrium, and using optimal gains
for each region (Table 4.3, second and third columns). We take these observations
and use them to develop a time-varying gains controller in Chapter 6 that is able to
improve performance as well as tighten the contraction bounds.
4.4 Summary
The focus of this chapter has been on the development of a simple, geometric PD
attitude controller that has a large exponential convergence region. Our approach was
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∗ β(kv = 89.9091)
π − 0.05 100 89.9091 0.0292 0.0292
3π/4 100 38.4455 1.0453 0.5372
π/2 100 26.3364 2.5162 0.8775
π/4 100 21.2909 4.0287 1.0648
to work intrinsically on the space of rotations, the SO(3) manifold, instead of choosing
a particular parameterization. On the manifold, we used geometric tools derived in
Chapter 3 and combined them with contraction theory and optimization to develop a
framework for practitioners that ensures stability while automatically tuning the control
gains. Using this approach, our proposed geometric PD controller achieved almost
global exponential convergence. Furthermore, by choosing a particular cost function
on the manifold, we showed that our controller is also quasi-global exponentially
stable.
The underlying concept is the idea of contraction on manifolds, and the fact that
the contraction metric can be formulated as a linear matrix inequality. For rigid body
three-dimensional rotations, the contraction metric has a particular form that can be
exploited to give linear optimization objectives and constraints. These constraints can
then be solved offline using a straightforward algorithm that optimizes the convergence
bound while searching for stabilizing control gains.
In addition, our stability analysis does not require additional terms to be inserted
into the controller and the auxiliary parameters all have intuitive, geometric inter-
pretations. These proprieties help preserve the simple PD structure of the controller
and ease the tuning process (either manually or automatically as we have done). The
overall benefit is that our framework reduces the stability analysis and tuning process
into a design problem that depends on the maximum position and velocity errors. In
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In Chapter 4, we combined contraction analysis (as opposed to Lyapunov analysis)
with optimization to study the stability of a system on the space of rotations. However,
due to the topology and geometry of SO(3), the proposed controller and framework
can only achieve quasi-global exponential stability [Bhat and Bernstein, 2000,Brockett,
1983]. In this chapter, we propose modifications to the previous framework to produce
a geometric attitude controller that is globally, exponentially stable. The modifications
improve the original framework by extending the analysis to product spaces (instead of
a single bundle manifold), using a less conservative and more general method to obtain
bounds on the eigenvalues of the contraction matrix, and by using a more efficient
method to search the gain space. In addition, the controller retains the simple PD
structure along with the intuitive, geometric auxiliary parameters.
There currently exist two approaches to overcome the topological limitation:
1) discontinuous/hybrid approaches, or 2) time-varying control. A review of these
two approaches are given in Section 5.1. Our controller is of the latter class to avoid
introducing additional complexities inherent in hybrid approaches (e.g. switching
conditions and control discontinuities). We transform our controller to a time-varying
one by introducing an intermediate reference trajectory in Section 5.2. Then, by
design, the reference trajectory converges to the desired attitude and our controller
follows suit.
Furthermore, we avoid the time-varying analysis by considering the time-varying
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vector field on a new product manifold TSO(3)× SO(3). On the new manifold, the
time-varying vector field becomes a time-invariant vector field. This new geometric
perspective has several advantages:
• The vector field on TSO(3)×SO(3) can be analyzed using the contraction-based
framework of Chapter 4;
• The framework automatically tunes the attitude controller and all feasible
reference trajectories in tandem;
• The solution returns a set of feasible initial reference rotations for all rotations
on SO(3) which simplifies the reference trajectory selection process.
The controller is verified by simulations in Section 5.3. The contributions of this
chapter are summarized in Section 5.4. Note that the contents of this chapter originally
appeared in [Vang and Tron, 2020].
5.1 Related Work
It is well-known that the space of rotations SO(3) has a topological restriction that
prevents any continuous time-invariant feedback controller from achieving global
stability [Bhat and Bernstein, 2000,Brockett, 1983]. Due to this restriction, all works
mentioned in Chapter 4 can, at best, achieve almost global stability. Currently,
there are two approaches to overcome this limitation. The first and more prominent
approach is to use switched or discontinuous controllers, usually regarded as hybrid
control. The second approach is to use a time-varying control (as in our case).
5.1.1 Hybrid Control
The hybrid approach has largely focused on the so called Synergistic Potential Functions
first proposed by [Mayhew and Teel, 2011a]. The synergistic algorithm is based on
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the construction of a family of smooth potential functions that at each critical point
(not including the desired equilibrium) of each potential function, there exist another
potential function with lower value. By combining the synergistic functions with a
carefully designed hysteresis-based switching mechanism, the hybrid method is able to
avoid undesired critical points and achieve global asymptotic stability. The switching
mechanism is designed to select the controller corresponding to the minimal potential
function and includes a hysteresis gap (a switching threshold based on the differences
in potential value) for robustness. This idea is similar to the use of multiple Lyapunov
functions, but developed particularly for SO(3).
The synergistic approach reduces the problem of global stabilization to a search
for a family of synergistic functions along with the proper hysteresis gap for stability.
However, as noted in [Lee, 2015,Berkane and Tayebi, 2016], constructing such functions
are not straightforward and obtaining closed-form expressions for the gap is even
more difficult. Nonetheless, several methods, with varying complexities, have been
proposed [Mayhew and Teel, 2011b, Lee, 2015, Berkane and Tayebi, 2016, Berkane
et al., 2017]. Of note, is the results from [Berkane et al., 2017] where an explicit
method to construct a family of potential functions is provided along with a lower
bound on the hysteresis gap.
Other concerns with hybrid controllers is that they inherently suffer from chattering
and discontinuous signals due to the switching phases. The synergistic approach
handles chattering by introducing hysteresis via the hysteresis gap. In [Mayhew and
Teel, 2013], a backstepping process was introduced to generate a smooth control signal
that interpolates between the switched controllers. A simpler method was proposed
in [Berkane et al., 2017] through dynamic extension of the position error to ensure a
continuous control.
The hybrid approach has been shown to overcome the topological limitation and
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obtained global, exponential convergence [Berkane et al., 2017]. And it has done so,
by working directly on the SO(3) manifold. However, to achieve this result, many
additional mechanisms were introduced to resolve issues that are inherent to the
hybrid method. These mechanisms increase the controller complexity and require
tuning of additional parameters which makes the controller more difficult to implement,
especially in real time.
5.1.2 Time-Varying Control
Recently, an alternative to the hybrid approach was introduced in [Lee et al., 2017].
The approach is to use a time-varying controller with a carefully designed intermediate
reference trajectory. The key idea is that the reference trajectory is selected such that
it always remains within the convergence region of the current state. Additionally,
the reference trajectory is designed to converge exponentially to the desired attitude.
As a result, the controller steers the system to the desired attitude by following the
reference trajectory. The authors also presented an explicit method to construct the
reference trajectory through the use of conjugacy classes. The result of this work is a
globally, exponentially, stable continuous controller which was not previously achieved
without using hybrid methods.
Our work takes inspirations from [Lee et al., 2017] in the use of an intermediate
reference trajectory, and we further simplify the controller in terms of the stability
analysis (tuning parameters) and ease of use in real implementation. The stability
analysis in [Lee et al., 2017] depends on Lyapunov theory which results in auxiliary
parameters that are difficult to systematically tune. Similar to Chapter 4, we take
a contraction theory approach to obtain stability bounds that depend on intuitive,
geometric parameters. In addition, the stability analysis of [Lee et al., 2017] depends
on the particular choice of an intermediate reference trajectory. While the proposed
trajectory construction method can be done easily, the stability analysis must be
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performed for each pair of initial and reference attitudes making it more complex to
implement online. Our approach simplifies this process by considering a set of possible
reference trajectories for every possible attitude directly in the stability analysis.
Furthermore, during run time, no new analysis is required, only the selection of a
reference trajectory which can be done geometrically.
5.2 Global Attitude Controller
Since SO(3) is compact, no smooth globally stabilizing vector field exists [Bhat and
Bernstein, 2000, Brockett, 1983]. Thus, we introduce a reference trajectory Rref ,
similar to [Lee et al., 2017], that exponentially converges to the desired rotation Rd.
Then, instead of having the geometric controller drive the rigid body dynamics from
the current rotation R towards Rd, we let the controller follow Rref . The dynamics of
the rigid body, reference trajectory, and controller defines a time-varying vector field
on the tangent bundle TSO(3). However, we can also consider all the dynamics as a
single system defined by a usual time-invariant vector field evolving on the product
manifold TSO(3)× SO(3).
More formally, the states of the system are (R,ω,Rref ) ∈ TSO(3)× SO(3) where
(R,ω) ∈ TSO(3) and Rref ∈ SO(3); the tangent space at a point (R,ω,Rref) is
denoted as T(ω)∧TRSO(3)× TRrefSO(3). Note that when we use local coordinates for
the tangent vectors, we assume the same ordering as the product manifold.
Next, we choose two user-specified cost functions ΨR(R,Rref ) and ΨRref (Rref , Rd)
which are bounded, star-convex (with Lipschitz continuous Hessian) [Nesterov and
Polyak, 2006] with respect to Rref and Rd in the neighborhood URref and URd ,
respectively, and such that they are zero when given identical arguments. Then,













eω =ω − ωd = ω, (5.3)
where gradi(·) is the gradient operator with respect to the i-th argument. Using the
errors, we modify the simple geometric PD controller (4.5) to be time-varying by using
the new rotation error eR(R,Rref ) (5.1),
Γ = J−1 (ω × Jω)− kdeR − kveω, (5.4)
where a feedforward term cancels the gyroscopic effects, and kd, kv are positive feedback
gains. In addition, let −krefeRref be the dynamics of the reference trajectory, then




ω̇ = −kdeR − kveω
.
= fω(R,ω,Rref ),
Ṙref = −krefRref êRref
.
= fRref (Rref ).
(5.5)
Note that fω depends on R and Rref through the rotation error eR and on ω through
the velocity error eω. We denote this vector field as
Ȳsys(R,ω,Rref )
.
= (fR, fω, fRref ). (5.6)
Remark 16. The dynamics for Rref could be integrated into an explicit closed-form for
some choice of ΨRref ; however the implicit form (5.5) allows us to use a time-invariant
system treatment.
We prove global exponential convergence of the closed-loop system by using
contraction theory and choose the gains with the following four steps:
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SS.1 Derive the generalized contraction metric (2.32) for the closed-loop system (5.5);
this involves defining a metric on the manifold and finding a corresponding
covariant derivative;
SS.2 Find convex objectives and constraints bounding the contraction metric; this in-
cludes bounding over positions and velocities, and generally bounding eigenvalues
using methods such as Gershgorin discs;
SS.3 Solve for the general metric M through optimization such that (2.32) is satisfied
for given system parameters; including limitations on the initial distance and
speed, and other geometrical parameters;
SS.4 Automatically tune system gains while maximizing the minimum guaranteed
exponential convergence rate β through a gradient-free bisection search.
5.2.1 Closed-Loop System and Contraction (SS.1)
The system (5.5) defines a vector field on the product manifold TSO(3)× SO(3). To











W̄ T (M⊗ I3)Z̄
)
, (5.7)
where W̄, Z̄ ∈ T(ω)∧TRSO(3)× TRrefSO(3), and
M =
m1 m2 m6m2 m3 m5
m6 m5 m4
 > 0. (5.8)
This metric gives us six parameters mi∈{1,...,6} ∈ R to choose for satisfying the con-
traction condition (2.32). This, however, first requires finding a covariant derivative
compatible with the non-natural metric.
We obtain the compatible covariant derivative by finding a change of coordinates
that reduces the non-natural metric to the natural case using the results of Section 3.5
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where X̄ ′ = (J ⊗ I3)X̄, Ȳ ′ = (J ⊗ I3)Ȳ for vector fields X̄, Ȳ ∈ X(TSO(3)× SO(3)).
Note that the TSO(3) and SO(3) subscripts signify that only the components living
on the corresponding manifolds are considered. The resulting transformation matrix
from the non-natural coordinates to the natural coordinates is
J =





 m1 −m26/m4 m2 −m5m6/m4 0m2 −m5m6/m4 m3 −m25/m4 0
0 0 m4
 (5.11)
such that M = JTM1J . Note that M1 = blkdiag(M1TSO(3),M
1
SO(3)) where blkdiag(·)




m1 −m26/m4 m2 −m5m6/m4







parametrizes a non-natural metric on TSO(3) and SO(3) with corresponding connec-
tions ∇̄ (see Corollary 2) and ∇ (see (2.30)), respectively.
Remark 17. On SO(3), there is a natural way to transport tangent vectors by left-
translation. For the transformation matrix J (5.10), the two tangent vectors on TSO(3)
are scaled by the elements of J , left-translated from R to Rref , and added to the tangent
vector on SO(3). Note that any proper parallel transport map can be utilized, however
the differential of the map needs to be computed in closed-form when the covariant
derivative is applied to the transformed tangent vector. In the case of left-translation
from R to Rref , the differential is simply RrefV where V ∈ so(3) is the transported
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tangent vector.
The contraction condition (2.32) for the closed-loop system can be computed using

















where X̄ = stack(Rζ̂,Rη̂, Rref ν̂) for any ζ, η, ν ∈ R3 and the field to be differentiated
is the system dynamics (5.5), i.e. Ȳ = Ȳsys. By transforming the contraction condition
into a natural metric form, we are able to compute the contraction condition on the
product manifold as the sum of two parts: one on the TSO(3) manifold, and another
on the SO(3) manifold. In other words, the metric in (5.13) can be computed as
ḡ
(




















where ḡ and g are the metrics on TSO(3) and SO(3), respectively. The resulting





 ≤ 0 (5.15)






























(m1 −m2kv + 2m2β) I3, (5.17)
























































m′2 = m2 −
m5m6
m4




and DeR and DeRref are the differentials of the rotation errors (5.1) and (5.2)at R
and Rref , respectively. The full derivation is provided in Appendix D.
Remark 18. To simplify notation and for the particular cost functions of inter-




, respectively). The analysis is similar for the general case.
5.2.2 Contraction Matrix Bounds (SS.2)
Notice that the inequality (5.15) is equivalent to M ≤ 0 which is satisfied if the
maximum eigenvalue ofM is nonpositive. In addition, (5.15) has to be considered for
all possible (R,ω,Rref ), resulting in an infinite number of constraints. Furthermore,
although the analytical equations for all eigenvalues ofM are non-convex with respect
to mi∈{1,...,6}, the elements of M are in some cases quadratic in the mi variables if m4
is fixed.
We can address all the issues above by using the following strategy to derive convex
constraints to bound the eigenvalues of M such that they do not depend directly
on (R,ω,Rref ):
1) Perform a similarity transformation on M to extract diagonal matrices from
M1,1, M2,2, and M3,3 that depend on the eigenvalues of DeR and DeRref ; the
diagonal elements of the transformed matrices can be used as the centroids of
the Gershgorin discs;
2) Bound the eigenvalues of the transformed matrix M using Gershgorin discs and
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extract quadratic constraints that do not depend directly on (R,ω,Rref), but
on the singular values of each off-diagonal block matrix and some geometric
auxiliary parameters;
3) Convexify all non-convex quadratic constraints.
The proposed strategy is an improvement on the strategy in Section 4.2.2. Instead of
decomposing the contraction matrix into a sum of independent state matrices (e.g.
M = M1(R) +M2(ω) +M3(Rref)), we leverage the structure of the contraction
matrix, which is composed of [3 × 3] block matrices. In this approach, we remove
a level of conservativeness by not having to consider the sum of the largest bounds
given by the Gershgorin discs of each independent state matrix, e.g. Dmax(M) ≤
Dmax(M1) + Dmax(M2) + Dmax(M3). The main idea of this strategy is to use the
matrix properties of the [3× 3] block matrices to generate a set of convex constraints
that depend on geometric parameters (e.g. gains, distances, norms) of the system to
bound the eigenvalues of M which can be solved by off-the-shelf solvers.
5.2.3 Similarity Transformation
In the first step, we choose a transformation matrix
S =
P 03 0303 Q 03
03 03 Q
 (5.22)
where P,Q are orthogonal matrices, i.e. P TP = QTQ = I3, that diagonalize
(DeR +De
T
R) and (DeRref +De
T
Rref
), respectively [Horn and Johnson, 2013, The-
orem 4.1.5]. Then the matrix M can be transformed into a new symmetric matrix,
via STMS, such that the diagonal block matrices contain a diagonal matrix with








































where Re(·) is the real part of a complex matrix, ΛR and ΛRref are the diagonal
matrices containing the eigenvalues of DeR and DeRref , respectively.
5.2.4 Eigenvalue Bounds
Next since similar matrices have the same eigenvalues, we focus on bounding the
eigenvalues of STMS. Following the framework of Chapter 4, we use the Gershgorin
discs theorem (see [Horn and Johnson, 2013]) to obtain bounds on the eigenvalues by
using the elements of the matrix. We show that the Gershgorin disc bounds on STMS
lead to eigenvalue bounds that do not depend directly on the states (R,ω,Rref ), but
on geometric parameters and eigenvalues in ΛR,ΛRref . To do so, we introduce a useful
lemma.
Lemma 2. For any n × n matrices A and B, the maximum absolute row sum,












Proof. By norm equivalence, ‖A+ B‖∞ ≤
√
n‖A+ B‖2. Then by Cauchy-Schwarz,
‖A+B‖2 ≤ ‖A‖2 + ‖B‖2. Finally, ‖·‖2 = σmax(·) [Horn and Johnson, 2013, Chapter
5.6].
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Now, we apply the Gershgorin disc theorem to STMS. First, we focus on the





. For i = 2,





can be extracted directly and in closed-form.
However for the case where i = 1 and 3, there are diagonal elements with dependencies
on P or Q, e.g.
m′2
4
P T ω̂2P . These terms make it difficult to extract a closed-form











since P and Q are general orthogonal matrices that depend on the states (R,ω,Rref ).


















components along the same row. Effectively, this process adds conservativeness to the
Gershgorin discs in the form of larger radii.
The radii are then computed by taking the absolute row sum of all off-diagonal
elements of STMS (including the non-diagonalized terms of the centroid block matrices
from above). Again there are difficulties in extracting closed-form expressions for
these elements due to P,Q, and their dependencies on (R,ω,Rref ). Nonetheless, since
we seek bounds that encompass all states, we consider the worst case (or largest radial





, i 6= j,






‖∞, i 6= j. Furthermore when computing the maximum absolute row sum,
the dependencies on P and Q can be removed since they are orthogonal.
Remark 19. From [Horn and Johnson, 2013, Chapter 5.6], any induced matrix norm







Since the Mi,j matrices are composed of matrix sums, we can use Lemma 2 to
compute the radii of the Gershgorin discs. Also, since the radial components from
each block row of STMS is bounded by the same value, and Re(ΛR) and Re(ΛRref )
are strictly positive and bounded, the centroid producing the largest bound is given
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by the smallest real eigenvalue.
The maximum bounds on the eigenvalues of STMS, using the above relaxations
on (5.23) - (5.28), are (complete derivation in Appendix E)

















D2 = m2 −m3kv +m3β + B2,1 + B3,2, (5.31)










∣∣m5kd diag(Re(ΛR))+m4βI3∣∣ . (5.32)
The B2,1,B3,1,B3,2 terms are given below under the assumption that DeR and DeTR
share the same eigenvectors and thus the singular value is simply max(|ΛR|) (similarly
for DeRref and De
T
Rref
). This is the case for our particular cost function (5.35), but





























∣∣∣∣m3kd2 diag(ΛR)+ 12 (m6 −m5kv)







where ‖ω‖, θR, and θRref are the norms of ω, eR, and eRref respectively. The eigenvalue
bounds are still state dependent (through ΛR, ΛRref , θR, θRref , ‖ω‖). However, these
can be reduced to a finite number of bounds using the following remarks. As a result,
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the constraints on STMS (and M) will only depend on mi∈{1,...,6}.
Remark 20. The θR and θRref parameters represent a distance error between any
two rotations on SO(3) and are state dependent. To remove the state dependency,
since B2,1,B3,1,B3,2 are linear with respect to θR and θRref , we can select maximum
values θR,max and θRref ,max that geometrically specify a region of the manifold (further
below, we show that this region only limits the initial conditions of Rref), without
affecting the overall convergence. Additionally, the eigenvalues ΛR and ΛRref are also
bounded [Nesterov and Polyak, 2006] therefore the minimum values in the region of
θR,max and θRref ,max can be selected to maximize the bounds D1,D2,D3.
Remark 21. The eigenvalue bounds scale with ‖ω‖. There might not exist a set of
mi∈{1,..,6} that satisfies M≤ 0 for all ‖ω‖, since ω ∈ R3 is unbounded. Therefore, we
assume that there is a bound on the initial speed ‖ω‖max, similarly to, e.g. [Maithripala
et al., 2006, Lee et al., 2011].
5.2.5 Convex Bounds
The last step is to produce convex constraints from the bounds D1,D2,D3. First,
observe that each bound can be expanded into γi bounds where the max function is
replaced by one of its γi arguments, considering all possible combinations if multiple
max are present. We consider all possible combinations, in a brute force approach
under the assumption that every argument of the max function is maximal, to
ensure that our bounds always include the maximum of the sum of max functions.
Similarly, αk absolute values can be expanded into 2
αk bounds by replacing them
with the combinations of positive and negative arguments. For example, D1 has
γ1γ2γ3γ4 = 2 · 3 · 3 · 3 = 54 bounds after expanding its four max functions, which
results in 54 · 210 bounds after expanding the 10 absolute value terms.
Remark 22. Although there are many constraints, they only need to be solved offline
during the design phase. In implementation, the controller is a simple static feed-
back. The number of constraints is easily handled by modern solvers. In practice,
the total number of constraints can be drastically reduced depending on the cost func-
tions ΨR,ΨRref . In some cases (such as (5.35)) , individual terms can be combined or
expressed without absolute values which reduces the number of constraints exponentially.
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After expanding each bound D1,D2,D3 with the above procedure, the results can
be written in quadratic matrix form since they are at most quadratic with respect to
mi∈{1,...,6} and m4 fixed (see Remark 23). In addition, the bounds are constrained to
be less than or equal to zero to satisfy (5.15). Define y = stack(m1,m2,m3,m5,m6),
then each of the constraints can written as
yTAjy +B
T




where ATj = Aj , Bj ∈ R5, and Cj ∈ R. The Aj ’s are sparse with only non-zero elements
in the bottom right 2× 2 block matrix and are, in general, non-convex (Aj  0).
Remark 23. The contraction metric (5.15) is homogeneous in M. If a particular
solution M∗ exist, then any scaling of M∗ is also a solution. Therefore, we add the
constraint m4 = 1 to improve the numerical stability of the solver and to remove some
nonlinearity in the eigenvalue bounds D1,D2,D3.
Remark 24. Since Aj is real and symmetric, it can be diagonalized by some orthogonal
matrix V , i.e. Aj = V ΛV
T where Λ is the diagonal eigenvalues matrix. Next,
choose A′j = V Λ
′V T where Λ′i,i = max (0,−Λi,i) and zero elsewhere. Then, the
constraint (5.33) can be made convex if Aj is replaced with Aj + A
′
j ≥ 0. The convex
constraint forces the eigenvalue bound to be more positive by removing any negative
contributions from the quadratic term, thus the convex constraint implies satisfaction
of the non-convex constraint. In addition, the convex constraint can be solved quickly
using standard convex solvers.
5.2.6 Feasibility Problem (SS.3)
In this section, we formulate a feasibility problem to bound the maximum eigenvalue
of the contraction metric (5.15) using convex constraints from (5.33) to solve for (5.8)
under the assumption that all other parameters are given. The feasibility problem
can be solved as a semidefinite program (SDP).
Theorem 3. Given kd, kv, kref , β, ‖ω‖max, θR,max, θRref ,max, m4, and the condition
that θR,max +θRref ,max ≥ π, the closed-loop system given in (5.5) with controller (5.4) is
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globally, exponentially stable with minimum convergence rate β > 0 for all R ∈ SO(3)
with initial conditions ‖ω‖0 ≤ ‖ω‖max and Rref,0 ∈
{
{θRref (Rref,0, I3) ≤ θRref ,max} ∩
{θR(R,Rref,0) ≤ θR,max}
}
, if there exist mi∈{1,...,6} with y = stack(m1,m2,m3,m5,m6)
satisfying [



























metric on TSO(3)× SO(3)
)
. (5.34b)
Proof. The constraints in (5.33) bounds the maximum possible eigenvalue of M for
all states (R,ω,Rref) within the regions specified by the parameters θR,max, ‖ω‖max,
and θRref ,max. The convex constraints, using Remark 24, can be transformed into
equivalent linear matrix inequalities (LMI) via the Schur complement lemma [Boyd,
2004, Appendix A.5.5] resulting in the first set of constraints. The second set of
constraints is the requirement stemming from the non-natural metric (5.7) on the
product manifold. Then, if suitable mi∈{1,...,6} are found, the system is converging
exponentially by contraction theory since (5.15) is always nonpositive.
Furthermore, the set of states R that are exponentially converging is given by
ΦR = {R ∈ SO(3) : θR(R, I3) ≤ θR,max + θRref ,max}. To see this, note that R is
converging if there exist a Rref such that θR(R,Rref ) ≤ θR,max. Similarly, the set
of converging Rref is given by ΦRref = {Rref ∈ SO(3) : θRref (Rref , I3) ≤ θRref ,max}.
Then, the set ΦR must include ΦRref and all rotations up to θR,max distance away from
any Rref ∈ ΦRref (including the boundary) by the condition θR(R,Rref) ≤ θR,max.
Since θR,max + θRref ,max ≥ π, then ΦR completely covers SO(3), because SO(3) is
compact and the maximum distance between any two rotations is bounded by π. Note
that by construction of the ΦR set, for any R ∈ SO(3) there is always an Rref ∈ SO(3)
such that θR(R,Rref ) ≤ θR,max.
Finally, the closed-loop vector field (5.5) is the gradient of the Lyapunov func-
tion V (R,ω,Rref ) = ‖Ȳsys‖2M where the norm is with respect to the metric (5.7), and
thus the contraction region is forward invariant and forward complete by [Simpson-
Porco and Bullo, 2014, Corollary 5.1]. Since ΦR covers SO(3), the system is globally,
exponentially stable.
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Remark 25. Due to the relaxations used to find mi∈{1,...,6}, the parameters θR,max,
‖ω‖max, and θRref ,max represent a conservative contraction region on the product
manifold TSO(3) × SO(3). This result suggests that the controller is only locally
exponentially stable. However, the contraction region completely covers all attitudes
R ∈ SO(3) and ‖ω‖ ≤ ‖ω‖max which is the intended goal. Thus, in the sense of
attitude control, our controller is able to start at any attitude and converge to any
desired attitude. Thus, the controller (5.4) is globally, exponentially stable.
Remark 26. The θR,max and θRref ,max parameters specify a set of feasible initial
states (R0, Rref,0). If a solution mi∈{1,...,6} exist, then for any desired initial attitude
R0 ∈ SO(3) there is a set of feasible states Rref,0 ∈
{
{θRref (Rref,0, I3) ≤ θRref ,max} ∩
{θR(R0, Rref,0) ≤ θR,max}
}
from which an intermediate trajectory can start such that
global exponential convergence is guaranteed. Intuitively, the reference trajectory can
be selected such that it starts within θR,max distance of R0 and θRref ,max of the identity.
Remark 27. Our process greatly simplifies the design and selection of the reference
trajectory as compared to [Lee et al., 2017]. We do not require the construction of a
carefully designed conjugacy class that in itself requires an additional design parameter
and only produces one reference trajectory. Our approach automatically generates a set
of feasible reference trajectories for each R ∈ SO(3) from an already existing tuning
parameter and the selection of the reference trajectory can be done in a geometric
manner. If the system starts at some initial attitude R0, then any reference trajectory
that starts within θR,max of R0 and θRref ,max of the desired attitude is valid and will
converge. Furthermore, when the initial and desired attitudes change, no new analysis
is required as our approach already considered all possible (R,Rref , Rd) within the
distances given by θR,max and θRref ,max.
5.2.7 Automated Gain Selection (SS.4)
The problem (5.34) in Theorem 3 might be infeasible for the given parameters, and
even if it is feasible, it might not provide the best convergence guarantees. In this
section, we introduce Algorithm 2, a gradient-free bisection search algorithm that uses





ref with the largest minimum exponential convergence rate β
∗ for given
bounds ‖ω‖max, θR,max and θRref ,max. The Nelder-Mead algorithm is used because it
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can search quickly around desired gains, given as input gainsList, for a local optimal
and it can optimize over any general nonlinear scalar-valued function (as the one
generated by the bisection search).
Algorithm 2 Gradient-Free Bisection Search Algorithm
Require: gainsList, ‖ω‖max, θR,max, θRref ,max






′]← NelderMead(kd, kv, kref ) {
β′ ← bisectionSearch(k′d, k′v, k′ref ) {
Solve feasibility problem (5.34)}}








The underlying principle of the algorithm is that it solves the feasibility prob-
lem (5.34) multiple times with different convergence rates generated by bisection
search and gains generated by Nelder-Mead, then ultimately selects the combination




ref ) with the largest guaranteed minimum convergence rate β
∗. We
use multiple restarts for the set of initial gains in Nelder-Mead, which are stored in
gainsList.
Remark 28. The general strategy presented in Algorithm 2 can be used to select
gains for any controller with explicit bounds on the convergence rate (such as the one
from [Lee et al., 2011]). In our case, with results based on contraction and convex
optimization, the implementation is straightforward. For instance, we only need user
inputs on physical limitations of the system given by initial rotation errors and speed.
Remark 29. If the gainsList is densely populated and the number of test iterations
in the Nelder-Mead algorithm is one, then Algorithm 2 reduces to a brute force grid-
search as in Chapter 4. However, a more sparse gainsList utilizing the Nelder-Mead
algorithm can sample the gain space more efficiently.
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5.3 Results and Simulations
In this section, we validate the controller and theory presented with a simulation.
Recall that we are stabilizing to the point (Rd, ωd) = (I3, 0). To begin, we choose ΨR












which is the same cost function as in Chapter 4. The gradient of Ψr is, repeated here
for clarity,
grad1(Ψr) = − logR1 R2 = R1R
T
2 logR2 R1. (5.36)
Since êr and its differential Der share the same eigenvectors [Tron, 2012], they
can be simultaneously diagonalized resulting in diagonal eigenvalue matrices [Tron,
2012, Proposition E.2.1]
Λêr =












































Next, with Remark 22 in mind, some terms in the off-diagonal block matrices
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ofM (5.15) can be combined when computing the singular values. After expanding the
bounds D1,D2,D3, our cost function resulted in 3072 constraints which is considerably
less the expected 54 · 210 + 27 · 29 + 243 · 211 = 566784 constraints.
The system and Algorithm 2 parameters and results are summarized in Table 5.1;
the initial attitude R0 has been selected to be the maximum distance (π) away from
the identity I3, the initial reference rotation Rref,0 has been randomly selected to be










The initial gains (kd, kv) are selected near the optimal results from Chapter 4, Table 4.2
with varying kref . The optimal gains and guaranteed exponential convergence rate
are shown at the bottom of Table 5.1 with
M =
0.0347 0.0003 0.01400.0003 0.0001 0.0003
0.0140 0.0003 1.000
 , (5.42)
where we solved the optimization problem (5.34) in Theorem 3, utilizing Remark 23
and constraining m4 = 1.000, using the CVX modeling system [Grant and Boyd, 2014]
and SDPT3 solver [Ttnc et al., 2003].
The algorithm found a metric guaranteeing a minimum exponential convergence
rate β∗ = 0.4022, although the actual rate is in fact faster (see Figure 5·1). The results
of our algorithm are confirmed via a simulation in Matlab R2020a using ’ode45’. The
tracking errors of the closed-loop system are shown in Figure 5·1. From Figure 5·1a
and 5·1b, it can be concluded that the system starting at the maximum rotation away
from the identity with angular speeds greater than ‖ω‖max = 1 converges, seemingly
with an exponential rate. Additionally the control torque, Figure 5·2, is continuous






(c) Max Eigenvalue of Contraction matrix
Figure 5·1: Simulation results using parameters from Table 5.1. The
system, starting at the maximum distance, converges exponentially (con-
traction metric is nonpositive, see Figure 5·1c) to the desired rotation.
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Figure 5·2: The control signals along all axes are smooth making the
controller suitable for real motor implementations.
Table 5.1: System and Algorithm 2 Parameters and Results
Parameter Value Description
J diag([5; 2; 1]) Diagonal matrix with values 5,2,1
kd 100 Rotation error gain of gainsList
kv 80 Velocity error gain of gainsList
kref [1, 5, 10, ..., 95, 100] Reference gains of gainsList
‖ω‖max 1 Max init. angular speed
θR,max π/4 Max init. distance error R,Rref
θRref ,max 3π/4 Max init. distance error Rref , I3
β∗ 0.4022 Opt. convergence rate bound
k∗d 106.6667 Opt. rotation error gain
k∗v 74.6667 Opt. angular velocity error gain
k∗ref 0.9833 Opt. reference trajectory gain
Exponential convergence of the system can be verified by analyzing the contraction
matrix M. The largest eigenvalue of the matrix M is shown in Figure 5·1c. As
expected, the largest eigenvalue is always nonpositive thus confirming global expo-
nential convergence by contraction theory. However, similar to the simulation in
Section 4.3, the Gershgorin bounds in Figure 5·1c are loose and become positive.
But, as before, since the trajectory started inside the contraction region (Gershgorin
bounds are zero at the initial condition since the initial state was chosen to be inside
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the contraction region defined in Remark 26), the system is guaranteed to convergence
(Theorem 3). The looseness of the bounds could be due to several reasons, such as
the use of the Gershgorin discs, the singular value relaxations, the convex constraint
relaxations, and the fact that the bounds need to hold in a large convergence basin
(θR,max + θRref ,max = π). Furthermore, the simulation results suggest that tighter
bounds on the contraction matrix (and convergence rate) can be obtained. A method
to possibly tighten the Gershgorin bounds is to resize the discs prior to optimization
through a similarity transformation (this will be explored in the future).
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have shown that a simple geometric PD controller can globally,
exponentially stabilize 3-D rigid body rotations. Building on the framework of
Chapter 4, we introduced a reference trajectory that is designed and tuned in tandem
with the controller itself. The reference trajectory allows our static feedback controller
to overcome the topological restriction on the space of rotations by transforming
the controller into a time-varying controller. This method produces a continuous,
static feedback controller that does not require additional mechanisms, like hybrid
controllers, to ensure stability (such as switching conditions, control signal interpolation
and smoothing, and chattering rejection). Furthermore, our improved framework
inherently generates a set of feasible reference trajectories for every possible initial
attitude which simplifies the trajectory selection process.
In addition to the improvements, we were able to maintain the benefits of the
results in Chapter 4. Stability of the system was still proved using contraction theory
combined with optimization. The result, in this chapter, is a convex optimization
problem that includes the system dynamics and reference trajectory dynamics which
reduces to a set of linear matrix inequalities stemming from the contraction metric
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bounding the minimum exponential convergence rate. Additionally, suitable controller
gains and reference trajectory parameters that optimizes the convergence bound can
be chosen automatically through an improved gradient-free bisection search algorithm.
Overall, the advantages of our improved approach are that the controller is global and
continuous in time; the tuning parameters all have intuitive, geometric interpretations;




In this chapter, we are interested in improving the performance of our geometric
attitude controllers. One of the key components of our controllers is that they use
static feedback gains which can be found offline and then applied online. More
generally, static gain feedback controllers are extremely popular because they are easy
to implement and are computationally efficient for online processing. For example, the
Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is widely used in many industrial
and academic applications for both linear and nonlinear systems such as temperature
control or autonomous systems.
While static feedback controllers are simple to implement, they must accommodate
a large convergence basin (or the entire state space for global stability). Intuitively,
larger basins require gain selection that is more conservative in terms of performance
such as guaranteed convergence rate. In other words, selecting gains that ensure
convergence far from equilibrium might be different than gains that give the best
performance near the equilibrium as shown in Table 4.3. The hybrid approach can
partially address this problem by partitioning the state space into finer regions at the
cost of more offline computation and more complex online switching conditions. An
intermediate approach is to use gain scheduling with the static controllers. However,
this solution still introduces discontinuities and the need to design switching conditions.
Motivated by the observations above, we present a solution to instantaneously
update the control gains point-wise in time by solving a real time, online optimization
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problem. In addition, we realize that constructing a new stability proof is nontrivial,
thus our gain update laws aim to improve the controller while satisfying the convergence
conditions of the original, so that the original convergence proofs automatically carry
over to the new controller. In this manner, we are able to improve existing static
gain feedback controllers without constructing a new controller or requiring a new
analysis. Our work differs from classical optimal controls in that we are only locally
optimizing a controller with some predetermined parametric form instead of searching
for a globally optimal controller inside a set of parametric constraints. The point-wise
optimal approach will generally not produce the same trajectory as the classical
optimal control approach, however, for real systems the point-wise approach is more
adaptable to changing environments due to the online updates. This process sacrifices
computation, if there are computation concerns the static gains can still be utilized.
We begin this chapter by discussing related works in Section 6.1. Then in Sec-
tion 6.2, we review some additional materials to help us construct constraint and
objective functions for the point-wise optimization problem. In Section 6.3, we develop
the particular constraint and objective functions related to our geometric controllers.
In Section 6.4, we present our gain update laws and establish baseline attitude con-
trollers to compare against our new varying gains controller. The controllers are
simulated and compared in Section 6.5. Lastly, we summarize the contributions of
this chapter in Section 6.6.
6.1 Related Work
The concept of online gain tuning has attracted attention from many fields due to the
popularity and simplicity of the fixed gain PID controller ranging from microgrids
to manipulators [Le et al., 2013,Jung et al., 2014,Seidi Khorramabadi and Bakhshai,
2015]. In [Le et al., 2013], a method using neural networks was introduced to update
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the control gains for a 2 degree of freedom planar manipulator. The approach has a
simple structure that only uses one neuron making it computationally efficient. In a
similar fashion, [Jung et al., 2014] combined fuzzy neural networks and sliding mode
control to construct a gain update law for permanent magnet synchronous motors.
In [Seidi Khorramabadi and Bakhshai, 2015], a similar strategy was used to adjust the
gains of a microgrid control system. In all these approaches, there are no mechanisms
to ensure that the tuning parameters and gains stay within some reasonable set,
thereby allowing impractical solutions. Furthermore, the control update functions
may have arbitrarily high Lipschitz constants leading to undesirable behaviors. Lastly,
they may not generalize well to higher order systems or systems on manifolds if the
training set does not sufficiently cover all possible combinations.
In other line of works, the focus has been on finding point-wise (optimal) controls
instead of gain tuning. In [Ames et al., 2014], the authors proposed a method to
find a point-wise controller that satisfies safety and stability constraints by combining
Control Barrier (CBF) and Control Lyapunov Functions (CLF) in the form of a
quadratic program (QP) that can be solved online. The objective is to generate
controls that keep the system inside a defined safe set while allowing progression
towards the desired goal when it is safe.
The robustness of the approach was investigated in [Xu et al., 2015], where
Zeroing Control Barrier Functions (ZCBF) allowed the system to cross the safe
set boundary without the control becoming unbounded. The ZCBF renders the
safe set asymptotically stable, thus if the system is outside the safe set, it will
eventually return to it. The authors also showed that the controller from the quadratic
program is Lipschitz continuous. These properties make ZCBFs more desirable for
implementations on real systems. In [Wu and Sreenath, 2015], the ZCBF and CLF
results were extended to control problems on manifolds.
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A downside of the QP approach, discussed in the aforementioned works, is that
the existence of a suitable control signal needs to be proved separately; the control is
not well-defined when the optimization problem is infeasible. We address this problem
in our approach by leveraging the stability results of the static controller to ensure
that a stabilizing controller always exist.
Building on the ideas of CLFs, [Manchester and Slotine, 2017] reformulated
contraction theory to synthesis controllers by searching for a control contraction
metric using optimization. The approach ensures stability by searching for a control
contraction metric offline, but requires solving path integrals online (even when the
differential of the controller is specified) to find an appropriate feedback controller.
For systems evolving on manifolds, solving path integrals may be time-consuming or
extremely difficult, which makes the controller unsuitable for fast dynamical attitude
systems. Our approach does not require path integrals, even though the metric is also
time-varying.
While these approaches have been applied to many systems, to our knowledge,
point-wise optimization using ZCBF, CLF, and time-varying metrics have not been
applied to gain tuning, especially on manifolds. We combine the concept of online
gain tuning with ZCBF-CLF to develop a general framework that works on manifolds.
More broadly, the same idea can be used to improve any static feedback controller
with explicit bounds on the stability conditions.
6.2 Background
We review some additional materials related to point-wise optimal controllers. In this
review, we consider simple mechanical systems on a manifold M with equations of
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motion [Bullo and Lewis, 2005,Wu and Sreenath, 2015]




where x ∈M , (x, ẋ) ∈ TM , J is the inertia tensor, P : M → R is a smooth function
describing the potential energy, dP represents the differential of P , Fi is a collection
of one forms representing the external forces on the system, and ui ∈ R is the control
input all expressed in the body frame.
6.2.1 Geometric Control Lyapunov Functions
Control Lyapunov functions (CLF) are used to synthesize stabilizing feedback con-
trollers by solving point-wise optimization problems. In the case of this dissertation,
we model the total control effort as a CLF and try to find control gains that will
reduce it.
Proposition 7 (Adapted from [Wu and Sreenath, 2015]). Given a simple mechanical
system (6.1), a continuously differentiable function V : TM → R is a Control Lyapunov
Function (CLF) if there exist constants c1, c2 > 0 and a tangent vector representing
the velocity error from ẋ to ẋd given as X(ẋ, ẋd) ∈ TxM such that,
V (x, ẋ) ≥ c1(Ψ(x, xd) + g (X(ẋ, ẋd), X(ẋ, ẋd))),



















holds for every (x, ẋ) ∈ TM where Ψ(x, xd) is a configuration error between x, xd ∈M ,
diV is the differential of V with respect to the i-th argument, and 〈diV, Y 〉 is the value
of the one-form diV applied to the vector Y . The existence of a CLF, V , implies that
there is a family of controllers that stabilizes the system to the origin.
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6.2.2 Geometric Zeroing Control Barrier Functions
Zeroing Control Barrier functions (ZCBF) are similar to CLFs, but are used to ensure
that a set is forward invariant. A set S is called forward invariant, if for every x0 ∈ S,
x(0) = x0 implies that x(t) ∈ S for all time t.
Definition 3 ( [Xu et al., 2015], based on [Khalil, 2002]). A function α : (−b, a)→
(−∞,∞) for some a, b > 0 is said to be extended class K if it is strictly increasing
and α(0) = 0.
Proposition 8 (Adapted from [Xu et al., 2015,Wu and Sreenath, 2015]). Given a
smooth function h : TM → R and a safety set defined by C = {(x, ẋ) ∈ TM : h(x, ẋ) ≥
0}; the function h is a Zeroing Control Barrier Function (ZCBF) if there exist an



















for all (x, ẋ) ∈ C. If such a function h exists, then C is forward invariant.
6.3 Problem Formulation
In this chapter, we propose to update the gains of a static feedback controller while
maintaining convergence guarantees using a fast online optimization problem that
can be solved point-wise along any trajectory. We focus on the attitude controller
from Chapter 5 and provide a brief review of the results in Section 6.3.1. However,
in principle, the approach could be applied to any controller, on any manifold, with
explicit bounds on the stability conditions (such as [Lee et al., 2011]).
The goal of our optimization problem is to update the gains, metric parameters,
and convergence rate such that the stability conditions and parameters’ requirements
are still satisfied. Our general approach is to formulate the existing stability conditions
of the controller as Zeroing Control Barrier Functions where the safe set is the region in
which convergence is guaranteed. In the case of contraction theory for Chapter 5, the
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safe set is the region where the maximum eigenvalue of the contraction matrix (5.15)
is nonpositive. Furthermore, the stability conditions depend on the tuning parameters
which have their own requirements. We also formulate these additional requirements
as ZCBFs.
Since we are considering the stability conditions and parameters’ requirements
as ZCBFs, we need to consider the derivatives of their respective functions. To do
so, we dynamically extend the tuning parameters in Section 6.3.2 where we view
the derivatives of the tuning parameters as the optimization variables. Then in
Sections 6.3.3, 6.3.4, 6.3.5, and 6.3.6, we formulate the ZCBF constraints using the
optimization variables. To complete the optimization problem, we propose a general
quadratic objective function in Section 6.3.7 that utilizes the dynamically extended
parameters.
6.3.1 System Dynamics and Control
For convenience, we recall the relevant materials from Chapter 5 here. In Chapter 5,
a simple, geometric PD, attitude controller was shown to be globally exponentially
stable by introducing a time-varying reference trajectory Rref that augmented the
system dynamic equations (2.33) to
Ṙ = Rω̂, (6.3)
ω̇ = Γ− J−1 (ω × Jω) , (6.4)
Ṙref = −krefRref êRref (6.5)
with the controller
Γ = J−1(ω × Jω)− kdeR − kveω (6.6)
where kd, kv, kref are positive feedback gains. The error terms are derived from two
configuration error functions ΨR(R,Rref ) and ΨRref (Rref , Rd) on SO(3) where Rd is
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eRref = (grad1(ΨRref ))
∨, (6.8)
eω = ω − ωd = ω, (6.9)
where gradi is the gradient with respect to the i-th argument. Note that by selecting
kref = 0 and Rref = Rd (i.e. setting the reference trajectory to the stationary desired
attitude), we recover the controller of Chapter 4 as a particular case.
Global stability of the closed-loop system was proved by applying the contraction
condition (2.32) with the Riemannian metric,








for all R ∈ SO(3) where X̄, Ȳ are tangent vectors, and
M =
m1 m2 m6m2 m3 m5
m6 m5 m4
 ∈ Sn+, mi∈{1,...,6} ∈ R. (6.11)
Finding suitable parameters for the closed-form of the contraction condition is rather
difficult, thus bounds were derived in Chapter 5 as D1,D2,D3 (5.30) - (5.32). Next, we
observed that each bound can be expanded into a family of convex quadratic functions
by considering all the possible combinations of the arguments in the max(·) and










The Riemannian metric (6.10) when used in the contraction condition (2.32) creates a
relation between the convergence rate bound, states, gains, and metric parameters. To
ensure that the contraction condition is satisfied for a large set of states (e.g. global
stability), the resulting convergence rate bound is conservative (not tight). If the set is
reduced, we can obtain tighter bounds on the convergence rate as shown in the results
of Table 4.3. When the convergence region is restricted closer to the desired attitude,
by decreasing the maximum initial distance, the convergence rate bound increased. In
the limit that the set is reduced to a point (e.g. current state), the bound would be
tight, however, the result holds only at that point. Thus, there is a trade-off between
tightness and size of the convergence set.
The above observations motivate the idea of state dependent gains and metric
parameters to improve the performance of the static feedback controller (6.6). Finding
a map that, for each state, gives optimal gains is computationally not feasible, and
might result in discontinuous gains (and control) as in gain scheduling. Instead, we use
the concept of dynamic extension where the focus is on determining the rate of change
of the parameters to perform point-wise gain and metric updates. In particular, we
make the gains, metric parameters, and convergence rate become part of the state of
the closed-loop system, and let them evolve by specifying their derivatives k̇d, k̇v, k̇ref ,
ṁi∈{1,...,6}, and β̇.
Remark 30. Noting that the bounds Dj are homogeneous in mi, the constraint m4 = 1
(m4 is constant) is added to improve numerical stability (same as Remark 23).
In detail, we consider the dynamical system defined by the closed-loop contraction
conditions given by (5.30) - (5.32), i.e. Dj, where the state space is extended to
x = (R,ω,Rref , kd, kv, kref ,mi, β), (6.12)
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and the control which will be in part determined by optimization is
u = stack(k̇d, k̇v, k̇ref , ṁi, β̇). (6.13)
6.3.3 Stability Constraints
The dynamic extension of the system allows us to leverage the stability results of the
underlying fixed gain controller. From Section 6.3.1, if the constraints Dj ≤ 0 are
satisfied for a state, then convergence is guaranteed starting from that state. With
this in mind, we define ZCBFs
hconv,j = −Dj ≥ 0, (6.14)
which ensure that the controller is always stable. The corresponding constraints for
the optimization problem are
〈




d(kd,kv ,kref ,mi,β)hconv,j, (k̇d, k̇v, k̇ref , ṁi, β̇)
〉
+αconv,j(hconv,j) ≥ 0, (6.15)









expression for the sums of one-forms.
6.3.4 Convergence Rate Bound Constraint
The contraction condition (2.32) ensures exponential convergence only when the
convergence rate bound is greater than zero, i.e. β > 0. This constraint is enforced
using the ZCBF
hβ = β − βmin ≥ 0 (6.16)
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for some small βmin > 0. The corresponding constraint is
β̇ + αβ(β − βmin) ≥ 0. (6.17)
Remark 31. In practice, setting βmin ≈ 0 prevents β → 0 but still allows for small
convergence bounds in the solution set. Since β is a lower bound on the exponential
convergence rate, a small β does not mean that the system will convergence slowly as
shown in the results of Chapters 4 and 5. A better bound on the convergence rate can
be encouraged by using a CLF.
6.3.5 Metric Constraint
The stability constraints from Section 6.3.3 rely on the fact that the metric parame-
ters mi form a positive definite matrix to ensure that (6.10) is a proper Riemannian
metric. This is achieved by extending ZCBFs from scalar functions to linear matrix
inequalities (LMI), as shown in the following novel proposition.
Proposition 9. Let Sε be the set of positive definite matrices such that M ≥ εI for
an arbitrarily small ε > 0, where I is the identity matrix. Then, the condition
Ṁ + cmM ≥ εI (6.18)
with cm ≥ 0 makes the set Sε forward invariant for M, i.e. M(0) ∈ Sε implies
M(t) ∈ Sε for all t > 0. Note that if ε = 0, we have forward invariance of the set of
positive semidefinite matrices.










− εI ≥ 0 (6.19)
for all tangent vectors X̄ 6= 0. We can interpret hm,X̄ as a scalar ZCBF indexed
by X̄, i.e. we have an infinite number of ZCBFs associated with an infinite number of
constraints, such that Sε = ∩X̄ 6=0{M : hm,X̄(M) ≥ 0}. The corresponding differential
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X̄T ((Ṁ + cmM)⊗ I)X̄
)
≥ εI, (6.20)
which makes the set {M : hm,X̄(M) ≥ 0} forward invariant. It follows that the
intersection of all the constraints (6.20) makes Sε forward invariant. Lastly, such
intersection is equivalent to the constraint (6.18) in the claim.
Remark 32. Note that the extension of ZCBFs to LMI is valid for any n-dimensional
matrices.
6.3.6 Gain Constraints
Real systems have control limitations such as minimum and maximum torques. Typi-
cally, these limitations are represented as a constraint on the control, i.e. Γmin ≤ Γ ≤
Γmax. However, the optimization variables here correspond to the rate of change of
the gains (the control is still given by the PD controller). Therefore, we reformulate
the control limit constraints as ZCBFs to obtain new constraints that depend on the
optimization variables,
hΓ,min = Γ− Γmin ≥ 0, (6.21)
hΓ,max = Γmax − Γ ≥ 0. (6.22)
Remark 33. The control limit ZCBFs are presented for completeness. We do not
make use of them in the simulations to ensure that all competing controllers are
operating under the same unbounded control assumption since some controllers do not
provide a method to restrict the control.
Other types of constraints that indirectly affect the control limits are bounds on
the control gains kd and kv. While gain limits do not guarantee that the control is
bounded between Γmin and Γmax, smaller gains dampen the amplitude of the control
signal while larger gains do the opposite. We enforce gain limits to be consistent with
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the assumptions of Chapters 4 and 5 where we assumed that the user has a specified
gain range for each gain. These requirements may stem from hardware limitations,
heuristic observations of the system, or assumptions made in the stability analysis.
Note that the kref gain also requires bounds for numerical stability, otherwise kref
becomes unbounded. We enforce bounds on all the gains in the same manner. The
gain limits are enforced using ZCBFs,
hk`,max = k`,max − k` ≥ 0, (6.23)
to upper bounds the k`∈{d,v,ref} gain with k`,max. Similarly, the ZCBFs
hk`,min = k` − k`,min ≥ 0, (6.24)
lower bounds the k` gain with k`,min ≥ 0. A lower bound is necessary to prevent the
gains from changing signs due to the potential sign changes in the metric parameters.
The resulting optimization constraints are
−k̇` + αk`,max(k`,max − k`) ≥ 0, (6.25)
k̇` + αk`,min(k` − k`,min) ≥ 0. (6.26)
6.3.7 Objective Function
An advantage of point-wise optimization is that the objective function can be locally
optimized for that particular state. A generally desirable objective is to reduce the
overall energy consumption, i.e. min
∫
‖Γ‖2. However, this would require solving the
optimal control problem on the entire trajectory. Instead we use a CLF
VΓ = ‖Γ‖2 (6.27)
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to model the energy consumption objective. Next, we derive the associated CLF
constraint with a relaxation variable δ resulting in
〈




d(R,ω,Rref )VΓ, (Ṙ, ω̇, Ṙref )
〉
≤ δ. (6.28)
The relaxation variable δ ensures that constraint (6.28) can always be satisfied. In
other words, a variable δ means that minimizing the control effort is not a primary
constraint and should only be achieved when all the other more important constraints
are satisfied. If δ ≤ 0, then any feasible solution reduces the control effort.
By transforming the energy objective into a constraint, we are free to use a more
general quadratic cost function
min
u=stack(k̇d,k̇v ,k̇ref ,ṁi,β̇,δ)
uTQu+ P Tu. (6.29)
for some weighting matrices Q ≥ 0, P ∈ R11. Note that the optimization vector u
includes δ.
6.4 Attitude Controllers
The varying gains attitude controller is presented in this section by contrasting it with
two other similar controllers (all based on (6.6)).
6.4.1 Static Time-Varying Controller (Chapter 5)
The baseline attitude controller is the static controller (SC) from Chapter 5 using the
same cost functions (5.35), control law, and static gains. The best static gains, metric
parameters, and convergence rate are shown in Table 5.1 and (5.42).
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6.4.2 Varying Gains Controller (This chapter)
The varying gains controller (VGC) solves a semi-definite program (SDP) online to
update the gains along the trajectory. The optimization problem selects gains such
that the contraction condition holds at every time instant with bounds given by the
current state. Intuitively, the aim is to change the gains toward the optimal ones that
we would obtain by repeatedly applying the previous approach from Chapter 5 while
setting the maximum angles and speed to the current values, i.e. θR,max = θR(R,Rref ),
θRref ,max = θRref (Rref , Rd), and ‖ω‖max = ‖ω‖.
Theorem 4. Given initial states (R0, ω0, Rref,0) and parameters (kd,0, kv,0, kref,0,
mi,0, β0) that satisfies (2.32) for system (6.3) - (6.5) with controller (6.6), the closed-
loop system is (globally) exponentially stable when dynamic gains, metric parameters,
and the convergence rate bound are updated by setting u to the solution of the point-wise




s.t. (6.15) (Stability ZCBF)
(6.17) (β L.B. ZCBF)
(6.18) (Metric ZCBF)
(6.28) (‖Γ‖2 CLF)
(6.25) (Gain U.B. ZCBF)
(6.26) (Gain L.B. ZCBF)
ck`,L.B. ≤ k̇` ≤ ck`,U.B
(6.30)
where ck`,L.B. , ck`,U.B ∈ R are constants.
Proof. If the SDP (6.30) is feasible, then the gains, metric parameters, and convergence
rate can instantaneously update according to the solution u = stack(k̇d, k̇v, k̇ref , ṁi, β̇).
Furthermore, (6.15) is a ZCBF guaranteeing that the contraction bounds (5.30) -
(5.32) will remain negative, thus proving stability by contraction theory. If the SDP is
infeasible, then setting u = 0 means that the gains, metric parameters, and convergence
rate are unchanged. Then, by the last feasible solution and state (or initial conditions),
all systems starting at that state converges exponentially by Theorem 3. Since the
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gains, metric parameters, and convergence rate are unchanged, the system is within
the contraction region of the previous feasible solution and will thus converge.
Remark 34. The varying gains controller is Lipschitz continuous since it is composed
of continuous functions and the gains are Lipschitz continuous by ck`,L.B. ≤ k̇` ≤
ck`,U.B [Xu et al., 2015, Fact 2].
Remark 35. Although there are many constraints, they are all linear and only a few
are active at any time which means that they can be solved quickly. In particular, the
optimization problem (6.30) with parameters from Table 6.1 averages 0.2428s to solve
with a general purpose solver in MATLAB. We expect the computation time to reduce
drastically when deployed on a real system using a more specialized solver.
Remark 36. Our approach allows the gains to remain constant at any point and
the system would still converge exponentially. This has the advantage that if the
optimization (6.30) becomes infeasible, or it cannot be solved at the same frequency as
the control Γ, we can keep the same gains between updates.
To compare against the static controller (SC) in simulations, the initial gains, metric
parameters, and convergence rate are set to the same initial values. For simplicity,
we choose linear class K function for all constraints in (6.30). Lastly, the particular
cost function for the SDP is a linear combination to improve the convergence rate (by
increasing β̇) and to reduce the control effort (by decreasing δ). The parameters for
the varying gains controller are summarized in Table 6.1.
6.4.3 Gain Schedule Controller (Baseline)
A straight forward approach to improve a static controller is to gain schedule for
different convergence regions. The gain schedule controller (GSC) uses the same
controller as the SC, but the gains are changed when the system is within specified
convergence regions. The gains for each region are computed offline using Algorithm 2
for different values of θR,max, θRref ,max, and ‖ω‖max.
For the experimental comparison, the state space is split into four regions by
distance to the desired attitude. The constant parameters and gains search space for
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Table 6.1: Varying Gains Controller Parameters
Parameter Value Description
kd,0 106.6667 Init. rotation error gain
kv,0 74.6667 Init. velocity error gain
kref,0 0.9833 Init. ref. trajectory gain
cconv 1 Convergence CBF factor
βmin 1
−6 Min convergence rate
cm 1 Metric CBF factor
k`,max 110 Max gain
k`,min 0 Min gain
Q 0 Quadratic cost matrix
P stack(0, 0, 0, 0i,−cβ, cδ) Linear cost matrix
cβ 10 Convergence weight
cδ 1 Minimize control weight
each region is given in Table 6.2. The regions and resulting best gains are given in
Table 6.3.
Table 6.2: Gain Schedule Controller Constants
Parameter Value Description
kd [0.1, 10, 20, ..., 110] Initial rotation error gains
kv [0.1, 10, 20, ..., 110] Initial velocity error gains
kref [0.1, 5, 10] Initial reference trajectory gains
‖ω‖max 1 Max initial angular speed
During run-time, we switch the control gains when these two conditions are met:
• The distance between the current R and the desired Rd attitudes first reaches
an initial distance as defined by θR,max + θRref ,max of the partitioned convergence
region;
• The contraction condition (2.32) is satisfied by the new convergence region
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parameters and current state.
If the current state (R,ω,Rref) does not satisfy the contraction condition then the
reference trajectory can be updated to Rref = expR(θR,max
ω
‖ω‖) (an attitude that is
θR,max distance away from R in the direction of ω). Another option is to set Rref = Rd
and disregard the reference trajectory, which reduces the controller to the local one
from Chapter 4. If the updated state still does not satisfy the contraction condition,
no change is made (to maintain stability) and the process is repeated at the next
state.
Remark 37. The reference trajectory Rref can be arbitrary chosen at the boundary
of the convergence regions because it is fictitious. The updated reference attitude
Rref = expR(θR,max
ω
‖ω‖) is chosen such that the bounds (5.30) - (5.32) are satisfied by
the θR and θRref parameters. However, the contraction bounds in the new region can
still be violated due to the angular speed ‖ω‖, therefore, stability is not guaranteed.
Remark 38. We found that setting Rref = Rd and using Algorithm 1 outside the
global region produces the best convergence rate bounds. Therefore, the gain schedule
controller switches between our global and local controllers.
6.5 Results and Simulations
In this section, the attitude controllers of the previous section are compared against
one another via simulations. The initial condition for all the simulations are chosen
to be the same and far away from the identity so that a global controller is required,
thus all three controllers start with initial gains and parameters from Table 5.1. The
desired state is (Rd = I3, ωd = 0) ∈ TSO(3). The initial states are chosen such that
R0 is the maximum distance π away from the identity, Rref,0 is randomly chosen to










Table 6.3: Gain Schedule Controller Regions
Parameter Value Description
Global Region
θR,max π/4 Max init. dist. error R to Rref
θRref ,max 3π/4 Max init. dist. error Rref to Rd
β∗ 0.4022 Best convergence bound
k∗d 106.6667 Best rotation error gain
k∗v 74.6667 Best velocity error gain
k∗ref 0.9833 Best reference trajectory gain
3π/4 Region
θR,max 3π/4 Max init. dist. error R to Rref
θRref ,max 0 Max init. dist. error Rref to Rd
β∗ 1.4296 Best convergence bound
k∗d 110 Best rotation error gain
k∗v 30.1000 Best velocity error gain
k∗ref 0 Best reference trajectory gain
π/2 Region
θR,max π/2 Max init. dist. error R to Rref
θRref ,max 0 Max init. dist. error Rref to Rd
β∗ 3.3329 Best convergence bound
k∗d 110 Best rotation error gain
k∗v 22.1100 Best velocity error gain
k∗ref 0 Best reference trajectory gain
π/4 Region
θR,max π/4 Max init. dist. error R to Rref
θRref ,max 0 Max init. dist. error Rref to Rd
β∗ 5.4195 Best convergence bound
k∗d 110 Best velocity error gain
k∗v 20.1000 Best velocity error gain
k∗ref 0 Best reference trajectory gain
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Table 6.4: Convergence Times




(moving towards Rref,0 at unit speed).
Figure 6·1 depicts the distance and speed errors of the controllers. The SC and
VGC have similar smooth behavior as they converge. However, the VGC seems to
converge faster both in distance and speed. The GSC experiences an abrupt change
during the first switching phase at 0.57s, then continues to converge rapidly at high
speeds. The dynamic gains are shown in Figure 6·2. As expected, the VGC gains are
smooth and bounded while the gains of the GSC are discontinuous at the switching
boundaries.
To prove convergence of all controllers, the maximum eigenvalue of their respec-
tive contraction matrix (derived from the contraction condition (2.32) as shown in
Chapters 4 and 5) are plotted in Figure 6·3. As expected, all controllers maintain
a maximum negative eigenvalue which ensures exponential stability by satisfying
the contraction condition (2.32). For comparison, we consider that the system has
converged if both the distance and speed error are less than 0.01. The convergence
times are shown in Table 6.4.
While stability is the most important property of a controller, it is useful to have a
controller that can perform well in other aspects. As discussed above, a controller that
uses minimal effort is desirable in many applications. In Figure 6·4, the cumulative
control effort required to steer the system to some distance from the identity is shown.
The figure shows that the GSC convergences 48.46% faster than the SC but requires









(b) Angular speed error
Figure 6·1: The distance and speed error of all three controllers. The
static (SC) and varying gains controller (VGC) have similar behavior
while the gain schedule controller (GSC) experiences a sudden change
during the first switching phase.
faster than the SC, but only uses 10.48% more control effort.
Another desirable controller property is smooth control signals. In real hardware, a
discontinuous control may result in unexpected system behavior like motor stalling or
unintended motions that may cause harm. The control signal from all three controllers
are shown in Figure 6·5. The SC and VGC both produce smooth control signals, while
the GSC has discontinuities when switching from one set of gains to another.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, a framework was introduced to transform a static gain, feedback















(b) Gain Schedule Controller (GSC)
Figure 6·2: The dynamic gains of the varying gains (VGC) and gain
schedule (GSC) controllers are plotted. The VGC gains are smooth and
stayed within the range of allowable gains.
advantage of this formulation is that the new controller leverages the stability results of
the static controller to ensure its own convergence, without the need for a new stability
analysis. The new controller updates the gains online by solving an optimization
problem with constraints from Control Barrier and Control Lyapunov Functions to
guarantee stability and optimized, continuous controls. In simulations, the varying
gains controller converges faster than the static controller while using similar control
efforts. In addition, the varying gains controller is smooth with similar convergence






Figure 6·3: The maximum eigenvalue of the contraction matrix derived
from the contraction condition (2.32). All controllers maintained a
maximum negative eigenvalue, thus all are exponentially stable and




Figure 6·4: The cumulative control effort is plotted against the distance
error to the identity. The GSC uses comparably more effort to converge
than the SC or VGC.
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(a) Static Controller (SC)
(b) Varying Gains Controller (VGC)
(c) Gain Schedule Controller (GSC)
Figure 6·5: Control signals from each controller. The SC and VGC





In this dissertation, we addressed the attitude control problem intrinsically on the space
of rotations SO(3). Specifically, we combined Riemannian geometry, contraction theory,
and optimization techniques to develop a framework that locally and globally stabilizes
3-dimensional rigid body attitude dynamics. The framework is also straightforward
to use as the tuning parameters all have intuitive, geometric interpretations, and the
parameters can be systematically chosen. On the way, we generalized geometrical
tools on the tangent bundle to allow us to compare and combine different geometrical
quantities (e.g. positions and velocities), as well as to derive generalized derivatives,
in closed-form, that are usually difficult to obtain.
Going forward, there are several avenues of research that can be extended from our
works. First, in our formulation, we have assumed absolute knowledge of the inertia
matrix. In practice, the measurements may be incorrect, incomplete, or unavailable.
In those cases, our controller may not stabilize the system as designed. This problem
could be address by model-based adaptive methods to adjust the inertia matrix to
some good enough estimate; or by modeling the dynamics as a perturbed system with
bounded disturbances which would be accounted for by the Gershgorin disc analysis
along with a proof of robustness.
Another area of improvement is to obtain tighter bounds on the stability constraints.
We used a matrix similarity transformation to convert the contraction matrix into
a form where it was convenient to extract LMIs using Gershgorin discs. However,
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there may be other transformations that provide tighter bounds. It would also be
interesting to see if there are results from spectral theory that can provide a better
bound on the eigenvalues of the contraction matrix given its particular form.
In another area, we can extend our framework to the manifold of poses in 3-
dimensions SE(3). The results of our globally stable attitude controller showed that
our framework is applicable on product manifolds. The SE(3) manifold can be viewed
as a product manifold of positions and orientations, i.e. SE(3) ' SO(3)× R3. With
this view, we have already provided the necessary tools, in this dissertation, to compute
the contraction metric on SE(3). Furthermore, it would be interesting to see if we can
generalize these results to any Riemannian manifold. This may lead to a significant
fundamental contribution, similar to the framework in [Bullo and Murray, 1999], in
that there exist a general, geometric, systematic way to design globally stabilizing
controllers for simple mechanical systems such as manipulators, autonomous vehicles,
or multi-agent robotic teams.
Another focus of our work is to develop simple and practical controllers such that
they can be implemented on real systems. We have preliminary results of our attitude
controllers on quadrotors, but a formal analysis and comparison with other controllers
is needed. We expect the varying gains controller to provide the best performance,
however the question of whether or not the point-wise optimization problem can be
solved fast enough is an open experimental question.
Overall, our works have provided new insights into the connection between simple
mechanical systems and the manifold on which their dynamics live. The results that
we have established provide a strong foundation for future research, and potentially




A.1 Properties of [3× 3] Skew-symmetric Matrices
Proposition 10. Some useful properties for [3× 3] skew-symmetric matrices where
lower case letters denote vectors in R3 and upper case letters are matrices in R3×3:
P.1 âa = 0
P.2 â2 = ââ = aaT − ‖a‖2I
P.3 â2 = A : A = AT (symmetric)
P.4 â3 = −‖a‖2â
P.5 â4 = −‖a‖2â2
P.6 âb̂− (âb̂)T = âb̂− b̂â = baT − abT = (âb)∧ = −(b̂a)∧
P.7 If ‖a‖ = 1, â2b̂− b̂â2 = −[(2I + â2)b]∧ = −[(I + aaT)b]∧
P.8 tr(â) = 0
P.9 tr(âTb̂) = 2aTb
P.10 âTb̂â = [aaTb]∧
P.11 tr(ââb̂) = 0 (equiv. tr(Ab̂) = 0, if A = AT)
P.12 For any matrix A ∈ R3×3, ATâA = det(A)[A−1a]∧. In particular, if A is a
rotation, A = R, then RâRT = [Ra]∧
P.13 tr(âTb̂ĉ) = aTb̂c = −aTĉb
P.14 tr(âT[b̂c]∧d̂) = aTd̂ĉb
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Proof. Properties (P.1) - (P.10) and (P.13) - (P.14) can be easily verified by direct
computation. Property (P.11) follows from the fact that â2 is symmetric and b̂ is
skew-symmetric. Property (P.12) can be verified by checking it on the vector of the
standard basis, i.e. a = ei, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
A.2 Riemannian Curvature Properties
We list some useful properties of the Riemannian curvature tensor R where g(·, ·) is a
metric on the manifold and u, v, w, z ∈ X(M). These properties are readily available
and we refer the readers to [Lee, 2018,Petersen, 2006] for a complete definition.
R.1 R(u, v) = −R(v, u)
R.2 g (R(u, v)w, z) = −g (R(u, v)z, w)
R.3 R(u, v)w + R(v, w)u+ R(w, u)v = 0
R.4 g (R(u, v)w, z) = g (R(w, z)u, v)
R.5 For a Lie group with bi-invariant metric and X, Y, Z in the Lie algebra, then [Pe-
tersen, 2006]
R(X, Y )Z = −1
4




In this section, we consider a simple double integrator on R2n and show how we can
apply the results of Chapter 3 to properly compute the contraction criteria (2.32).














with the following vector fields
X̄ = (U,−kd∇ρ(P )− kvU) , (B.3)
Ȳ = (ζ, η) , (B.4)
Z̄ = (P,U) , (B.5)
where X̄, Ȳ ∈ X(TRn); ζ, η ∈ Rn; ρ(P ) is a configuration error on Rn; and Z̄ ∈ TRn.
The point Z̄ represents a position P and a velocity U . Both P and U are indirect
functions of time. Applying the contraction criteria (2.32) on TRn and taking the
























However, the contraction criteria on TRn using the result of Proposition 3 (or
indirectly Theorem 1) with the base metric
gP (X, Y ) = X
TY (B.7)
for tangent vectors X, Y ∈ TPRn on the base manifold Rn is
ḡZ̄
(
∇̄Ȳ X̄ + βȲ , Ȳ
)
= gP (∇ζU,m1Inζ +m2Inη)













































where we note that U does not depend on P , thus ∂U/∂P = 0. Immediately, we
see that (B.8) is missing some terms from (B.6) and these terms are related to the
changing velocity component U . To recover the missing terms, we need to consider how
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the vector field X̄ changes as the velocity changes (see Section 3.3). The additional
derivative term to account for this change is
∇̄(K(Ȳ ))v̄X̄ = (∇ηU)
h̄ + (∇η(−kd∇ρ− kvU))v̄
= (Inη)
h̄ + (−kvInη)v̄ . (B.9)
Note that in the vertical (vector) subspace, the directional derivative of a horizontal
or vertical vector field remains in their respective subspace. The term −kd∇η(∇ρ)
does not depend on U , thus it has no change along the fibers (changing velocities)
























In this section, we derived the contraction criteria (2.32) for quasi-global attitude







grad1(Ψ) = − logRRd = R1RT2 logR2 R1 (C.2)
and differential at I3 as DlogIR (closed-form solution given in [Tron, 2012, Proposition
E.2.1]).









kd logR I3 − kvRω̂
]
, (C.3)

























with compatible base covariant derivative





XTY + Y TX
)
, (C.7)
on the base manifold SO(3), then the contraction condition (2.32)
ḡ(∇̄Ȳ X̄, Ȳ ) + βḡ(Ȳ , Ȳ ) ≤ 0 (C.8)



































M2,2 = (m3β +m2 −m3kv)I3. (C.13)
Proof. We start by computing the contraction metric (2.32) directly using Proposi-
tion 3. This method includes the computation of the covariant derivatives and metrics
in one step. If we were to use Theorem 1, it will be a two-step process with many
more terms. Following computation of Proposition 3, we collect the resulting terms
such that they can be expressed in matrix form where the arbitrary ζ and η terms are
isolated. Note that dπ(·) and K(·) are projection maps from the tangent bundle to
the base manifold and are defined in Section 2.1. Below, we show the computation of
the metric terms from Proposition 3.
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Then using (P.11) again, the first term can be removed. From (P.13), the

































Then expanding the curvature tensor at the identity using (R.5) and left-









[(ω̂ζ̂ − ζ̂ω̂)ω̂ − ω̂(ω̂ζ̂ − ζ̂ω̂)]
)
(C.20)









Then the tr(·) can be removed using (P.13) for both terms (for the first term,
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Then for the first term, we apply (P.14). For the second term, we use the last































[Rζ̂]T[R(Rω̂, kd logR I3 − kvRω̂)Rζ̂]
)
. (C.29)









where θ = kd logR I3 − kvRω̂. Then using the cyclic property of the trace, the










and from (P.11), the trace of both terms is zero
= 0. (C.32)
















































Rζ̂ (this requires the chain rule for R(t), but ω(t) is still viewed as constant;












∧ − kvṘω̂ (C.35)
= −kdRζ̂ logI3 R− kdR((DlogIR)ζ)
∧ − kvRζ̂ω̂. (C.36)
We use the property logR I = −RIT3 logI3 R to compute the differential of logI3 R
at the identity [Tron, 2012, Proposition E.2.1] and İ3 = 0 since the desired
point is stationary. Going back to the full expression (C.33), the symmetric part















from (C.36) into the metric expression (C.33) and expanding


































(vi) At this point, we have computed all the terms from Proposition 3. The remaining
terms are the computation of βḡ(Ȳ , Ȳ ) and the change of the vector field X̄
with respect to motions along the fibers (see Section 3.3). The metric term
follows directly from the definition of the metric on TSO(3)




(vii) Finally, we consider how the vector field X̄ changes along the fibers (see Sec-
tion 3.3). To account for this derivative, we need to compute the metric using













Note that this derivative is taken on a tangent (vector) space, so it is the usual














= ∇Rη̂(kd logR I3 − kvRω̂) =
∂(...)
∂u
















































Tη̂ − kvm2η̂Tζ̂ − kvm3η̂Tη̂
)
, (C.44)
and using (P.9) on all the terms results in
= m1η
Tζ +m2η
Tη − kvm2ηTζ − kvm3ηTη. (C.45)
Finally summing the expressions (C.18), (C.24), (C.28), (C.32), (C.39), (C.40),




Contraction on TSO(3)× SO(3)
In this section, we derive the contraction metric on the product manifold TSO(3)×
SO(3). This result is used in Chapter 5 to achieve global attitude control. First we
choose the configuration error functions ΨR(R,Rref ) and ΨRref (Rref , Rd) to be (with







êr = grad1(Ψr) = − logR1 R2 = R1R
T
2 logR2 R1. (D.2)
The differential of ΨR at R is denoted as
DeR = DlogRRref = DlogI3R
TRref (D.3)
and the differential of ΨRref at Rref is denoted as
DeRref = DlogRrefRd = DlogI3R
T
refRd (D.4)
(closed-form solution given in [Tron, 2012, Proposition E.2.1]). A nice property of
the Ψr function is that the differential taken at the second argument is given by the
transpose, i.e.
(DlogRRref )
T = DlogRrefR, (D.5)
(DlogRrefRd)
T = DlogRdRref . (D.6)
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 Rω̂kd logRRref − kvRω̂
krefRref logRref I3
 (D.7)
for positive gains kd, kv, kref .














where X̄, Ȳ ∈ X(TSO(3)× SO(3)),
M =
m1 m2 m6m2 m3 m5
m6 m5 m4
 > 0 (D.9)
⊗ is the Kronecker product, and mi∈{1,...,6} ∈ R.
Next, we have to find the covariant derivative compatible with this metric to com-
pute the contraction metric (2.32). We use a coordinate transformation to transform
our metric into a natural metric and compute the covariant derivative through it.
The transformed natural metric has a simple pairing of tangent vectors that live on
the same submanifold of the product manifold. And thus, the covariant derivative
of the product manifold can be taken as a sum of the individual derivatives on their
respective submanifolds (see Section 3.6).
Using Schur complement [Boyd, 2004, Appendix. A.5.5], we can find the linear
transformation
J =




to reduce the metric (D.8) to the natural case with parameters
M1 =
 m1 −m26/m4 m2 −m5m6/m4 0m2 −m5m6/m4 m3 −m25/m4 0
0 0 m4
 (D.11)
where the matrix (D.9) is transformed as M = JTM1J , and the non-natural met-
ric (D.8) as
ḡ(X̄, Ȳ )M = ḡ
(




= ḡ (·, ·)M1
TSO(3)
+ g (·, ·)M1
SO(3)
. (D.13)





m1 −m26/m4 m2 −m5m6/m4
m2 −m5m6/m4 m3 −m25/m4
]
(D.14)








































(J ⊗ I3)X̄ =
 Rω̂kd logRRref − kvRω̂







TRref )− kvRref ω̂)
 .
(D.19)
To compute the transformed tangent vectors above, we use the left-translation map on
SO(3) to move the tangent vector components at R to the identity by left multiplying







T(Rζ̂). In the (J ⊗ I3)X̄ term, we also make use
of the fact that the logRRref between two rotations can be computed at the identity
then left-translated to the correct location; i.e
logRRref = R logI3 R
TRref , (D.20)









 ≤ 0 (D.22)





























(m1 −m2kv + 2m2β) I3, (D.24)






















































m′2 = m2 −
m5m6
m4




Proof. 1) First, we compute the contraction metric component on the TSO(3)
manifold. By the choice of J in (D.10) the vector field components on TSO(3)
remains unchanged. In fact, the vector fields components are almost exactly
























kd logRRref − kvRω̂
]
(D.34)
with the exception that the reference position is now a time-varying trajec-
tory Rref and the metric parameters are now the ones in (D.14). Next, we


























































m1 −m26/m4 m2 −m5m6/m4
m2 −m5m6/m4 m3 −m25/m4
]
. (D.40)
Now, to account for the dynamic Rref(t), the calculations in Appendix C (v)




has dependencies on Rref(t) (chain rule).
























































TRref )− kvRref ω̂). (D.44)
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Then the contraction metric component on SO(3) is


















(XTY + Y TX), Y
)
= 0. (D.46)
Then to compute Ẋ, we have to consider how it changes along the curve producing
the original Ȳ tangent vector since the curve (on the manifold) is invariant to
coordinate transformations (see Remark 3). And we must also consider the
chain rule for Rref (t), R(t), and ω(t) for the skew-symmetric part of the tangent
vector. The calculation of Ẋ is
Ẋ = Rref ν̂
(

































Expression (D.47) is the derivative of X along the curve Rref (t) (on the SO(3)
manifold), i.e. computing how Rref changes along its own vector field, Ṙref .
Expression (D.48) is the derivative of X due to motions on the tangent space




Expression (D.49) is the chain rule due to motions on TRSO(3) with respect to
R in the direction Rζ̂, i.e. ∂(...)
∧
∂(Rζ̂)
. And expression (D.50) is the chain rule with



























































































3) The last contraction metric component term is
ḡ
(



























Finally, by summing (D.35), (D.42), (D.51), and (D.52) and collecting terms into
scalar quadratic matrix form, we obtain (D.22).
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Appendix E
Contraction Bounds on TSO(3)× SO(3)
The purpose of this section is to compute the bounds in Chapter 5 where the cost












These explicit bounds are used in the simulations of Section 5.3. To assist in the
derivations, we present some useful properties.
Proposition 11. Useful matrix properties for skew-symmetric and symmetric matri-
ces.
PP.1 If λ is an eigenvalue of A ∈ Rn×n, then λ2 is an eigenvalue of A2. Furthermore,
the eigenvector v corresponding to λ is also an eigenvector of A2.
PP.2 The eigenvalues of a skew-symmetric matrix A ∈ R3×3 : AT = −A are λ =
(0,±‖A∨‖i), where i is the imaginary unit.
PP.3 The singular values of a skew-symmetric matrix A ∈ R3×3 are σ(A) =
(‖A∨‖, ‖A∨‖, 0).
PP.4 The singular values of a symmetric matrix A = B2 : A,B ∈ R3×3, BT = −B are
σ(A) = (‖B∨‖2, ‖B∨‖2, 0).
PP.5 If a matrix and its Hermitian transpose are simultaneously diagonalizable A ∈
Cn×n : ΛA = V −1AV,ΛAH = V −1AHV where ΛA and ΛAH are the eigenvalue
matrices for A and AH , respectively, then the singular values of A are σ(A) =√
|(ΛAΛAH )i,i| for i = 1, ..., n.
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PP.6 If A and B are simultaneously diagonalizable A,B ∈ Cn×n : ΛA = V −1AV,ΛB =
V −1BV , as well as their Hermitian transpose ΛAH = V
−1AHV,ΛBH = V
−1BHV ,
and ΛA = Λ
H
AH ,ΛB = Λ
H
BH , then σ(A+B) = |(ΛA + ΛB)i,i| for i = 1, ..., n.
Proof.
PP.1 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A satisfies Av = λv. Then A2v = A(Av) =
A(λv) = λ(Av) = λ2v.
PP.2 The eigenvalues can be found by direct computation.
PP.3 By definition [Horn and Johnson, 2013], σ(A) =
√
|eig(AAT )|, where eig(·) is
the eigenvalue function. Then by (P.3) and (PP.1), σ(A) =
√
|λ2i | = |λi|. The
eigenvalues λi are given in (PP.2).




|eig(A2)| since A = AT . Then
by (PP.1) and the fact that A = B2, we obtain σ(A) =
√
|λ4i | = |λi|2, where λi
are given in (PP.2).








|eig(AV V −1AH)|. (E.3)
Next, we perform a similarity transformation on the product matrix inside the
eig(·) function since similar matrices share the same eigenvalues,
σ(A) =
√








|(ΛAΛAH )i,i|, i = 1, .., n (E.6)
PP.6 Since A,B,AH , and BH are simultaneously diagonalizable and similar matrices
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√∣∣∣∣((ΛA + ΛB)(ΛAH + ΛBH ))
i,i
∣∣∣∣, i = 1, ..., n. (E.8)
Then by ΛA = Λ
H




√∣∣∣∣((ΛA + ΛB)(ΛA + ΛB)H)
i,i
∣∣∣∣, i = 1, ..., n. (E.9)
Finally, the product of a diagonal matrix with its complex conjugate results in
the element-wise product of complex numbers with their conjugate along the
main diagonal which is equivalent to the squared of the modulus of the element,
=
√
|(ΛA + ΛB)i,i|2, i = 1, ..., n (E.10)
= |(ΛA + ΛB)i,i| , i = 1, ..., n. (E.11)
The bounds (5.30) - (5.32) are restated here for clarity,

















D2 = m2 −m3kv +m3β + B2,1 + B3,2, (E.13)









































∣∣∣∣m3kd2 diag(ΛR)+ 12 (m6 −m5kv)











P T ω̂2P + m1βI3 as radial terms. Note that m1βI3 can
also be considered as part of the centroid since it is diagonalized. However, the
term only has a positive contribution since m1, β > 0. Therefore, to potentially
obtain tighter bounds, we combine the term with ω̂2. Then, the centroids are
given by
C1,1 = −m2kdRe(ΛR), (E.15)
and since ΛR is positive (semi-)definite, the largest bound is achieved at the
minimum eigenvalue,







2) The remaining terms from [STMS]1,1 are considered as an additional off-diagonal
matrix that contributes to the radius of the Gershgorin discs. To obtain the





































∣∣∣∣m′24 ‖ω‖2 [ 0−1]+m1β
∣∣∣∣ . (E.19)
3) The centroids from [STMS]2,2 defined in (5.25) is itself since the term is already
diagonalized,
C2,2 = m2 −m3kv +m3β. (E.20)
4) The centroids from [STMS]3,3 defined in (5.28) is selected to be
C3,3 = −m4krefRe(ΛRref ), (E.21)
where similar to 1), we can deduce the largest bound as







5) Similar to 2), the additional terms from [STMS]3,3 contributes to the radii of












R) is symmetric, we can apply PP.4 to compute the singular




∣∣m5kd diag(Re(ΛR))+m4βI3∣∣ . (E.24)
6) Now, we compute the radial components from the off-diagonal block matrices
of [STMS]. We focus on [STMS]2,1 defined in (5.24). From Remark 19, the
absolute row sum bound is given by




which means that the bounds are given by the singular values ofM2,1 from (5.17).




then by (PP.3) for the ω̂ and êR terms, (PP.4) for the ω̂











Note that eig(ω̂2) = (0,−‖ω‖2,−‖ω‖2). Also by (PP.1) and (PP.6), we could
have computed σmax (ω̂ + ω̂
2), however the absolute value function would produce
the same results since ω̂ has complex conjugate eigenvalues. The last singular
value term of B2,1 is computed by combining the remaining diagonal matrix with
DeTR. As noted in Section 5.3, DeR and its transpose De
T
R are simultaneously











∣∣∣∣(m1 −m2kv + 2βm2)−m3kd diag(ΛR)2
∣∣∣∣ . (E.28)
7) The B3,1 =
√
3σmax(M3,1) and B3,2 =
√
3σmax(M3,2) radial bounds are computed
in the same manner as 6). SinceM is symmetric, the bounds from the transpose
matrices ‖M1,2‖∞, ‖M1,3‖∞, and ‖M2,3‖∞ are the same.
Finally, we can combine the computed centroids and radial components to ob-
tain (5.30) - (5.32). The first bound D1 is obtained by summing (E.16), (E.19), B2,1,
and B3,1. The second bound D2 is the sum of (E.20), B2,1, and B3,2. The last bound
D3 is the sum of (E.22), (E.24), B3,1, and B3,2.
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